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A little shopping music
Students of the Douglas Kuhl School of Music set up
shop at the Co-op grocery stores last weekend to
raise funds for their Cadenza Summer Music Week day
camp taking place in July. At left: Chalise and Shayla
Thiessen delighted shoppers in Winkler Friday morning. Below: Aiden Losch picked up a busking shift in
Morden that evening. For more photos and to find
out how much the kids raised, see Pg. 7.
PHOTOS BY ASHLEIGH VIVEIROS/VOICE
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Newcomers take in
our favourite pastime
By Ashleigh Viveiros

What’s more Canadian than a hockey game?
Not much, which is why getting the

chance to enjoy a Winnipeg Jets home
game last week was such a treat for
a group of southern Manitoba newcomers.
Thanks to the generosity of Sport

SUBMITTED PHOTO
A group of seven recent immigrants to Canada—including five Syrian
refugees and two youth from Columbia—got the chance to take in
a Winnipeg Jets game last week thanks to the generosity of Sport
Chek, which supplied box seats, and other community groups that
helped cover the costs of transportation.

Chek, Jumpstart, Build a Village, and
Altona Youth for Christ, Regional
Connections was able to bring seven
immigrant children to the MTS Centre to watch the Jets take on the Nashville Predators March 8.
Winnipeg lost the game 4-2, but
that didn’t stop the kids from having
a blast, says Carina Sager, volunteer
and integration coordinator at the
Winkler Regional Connections offices.
“They were super, super excited the
whole time,” she said. “Some of them
have seen the Altona Maroons play,
but never an NHL game like this.
“They got to experience the Winnipeg Jets like some people can’t ever
afford to, in a box,” she added. “They
got to share a little bit of their culture
with us, and then we got to share a
little bit of ours with them.”
The group included five recent Syrian refugees and two Columbian immigrants, ranging in age from 14-18.
They’re all participants in the Jumpstart I Love to Skate program that’s

The Cross:
Breaking down Barriers
Community G
Good
ood Friday Service

March 25, 2015
Access Event Centre

been running in Altona the last few
weeks, Sager explained.
The program, sponsored by Canadian Tire in Winkler, gives immigrant
kids the chance to learn one of our
nation’s favourite pastimes by equipping them with free skating gear and
getting them out onto the ice every
week.
“They meet with the coaches and
other kids and get to practice those
skills,” Sager said. “It just helps them
integrate into the community and
learn about a sport that is so important to Manitoba culture and Canada.”
I Love to Skate sessions have also
been held in Winkler in the past. This
current Altona session attracted 35
participants originally hailing from
all over the world.
It was tough deciding which of the
new skaters to take to the Jets game,
but Sager said they targeted the ones
for whom the program made the biggest impact.
Continued on page 7
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Bowlers raise $34K
for Big Brothers
By Lorne Stelmach

Just as important as raising funds at
Bowl for Kids Sake was that people
were having a good time doing it.
Big Brothers Big Sisters of MordenWinkler executive director Michael
Penner believes they succeeded on
both counts.
“It was a wonderful, fun, great day.
Everyone who was there looked like
they were really enjoying themselves,” Penner said of the March 12
event held at Valley Bowling Lanes in
Winkler. “Some of the teams dressed
up in some elaborate costumes,

Darth Vader made an appearance at Bowl for Kids
Sake, reminding everyone that the agency’s
mentoring work keeps
at-risk youth from turning to the “dark side.”

which was really neat to see that level
of participation. I couldn’t be happier
with how it all turned out.”
In all, 48 teams of four registered for
the Star Wars themed event, which
raised $34,500 for the mentoring
agency.
“That’s up a bit from last year, so
that’s a super place to be,” Penner
said, thanking all the bowlers who
came out as well as the many corporate sponsors who made the day possible. “We just have such an incredible amount of community support
and sponsorship. Without them, we
wouldn’t be able to do what we do.

3

PHOTOS BY ASHLEIGH VIVEIROS/VOICE
Nearly 200 bowlers came out Saturday to take part in Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Morden-Winkler’s Bowl for Kids Sake. Above: The first
game of the day had bowlers doing some crazy things out on the
lanes. Left: Several teams had members dress up for the Star Wars
themed event, including this group from Red River College.

“Our mentoring programs wouldn’t
be able to grow like they are. We
would have to cut back, so it’s really
good to see the support that we have
and the belief that the communities
have in what we do.”
He added Bowl for Kids Sake is the
organization’s biggest fundraiser of
the year, so it makes quite an impact.
“It counts for a significant portion of
our budget each year, so we’re just really happy that the support is there.”
At the event, the first game of the
day in each two-hour slot featured
crazy bowling, which had participants
bowling a different goofy way each
frame, including backwards and with
their non-dominant hands.
The second game counted for the
scores, which mattered especially for
bragging rights in some instances.
There were several team challenges,
including those between management and staff at Monarch Industries
as well as internal challenges at Grandeur Housing, Meridian, and Winkler
Canvas.
“A new one for this year was Choice
Real Estate put out a challenge to other local realty offices, and Crocus [Realty] did answer the call,” said Penner,
noting some of the long-standing

“WE JUST HAVE SUCH AN
INCREDIBLE AMOUNT OF
COMMUNITY SUPPORT
AND SPONSORSHIP.”

challenges have a trophy they play for
each year. “It’s kind of fun to see that
healthy competition.”
The top individual fundraiser for
the Bowl for Kids Sake this year was
Phyllis Rempel, who brought in over
$1,300 in pledges.

CURL CANADA PHOTO BY MICHAEL BURNS
Winkler’s own Louis Tangauy (centre) received the Volunteer of the
Year Award from Curling Canada at the Tim Hortons Brier in Ottawa
over the weekend for his work organizing the 2015 Scotties.
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Louis Tanguay stepped into the national spotlight during the Tim Hortons Brier in Ottawa last weekend to
accept Curling Canada’s Volunteer of
the Year award.
And though he’s humbled to have
been singled out as our nation’s top
volunteer for his work in organizing the 2015 Scotties Tournament of
Hearts in Winkler, Tanguay is quick
to point out it was a team effort that
made the event such a resounding
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We are still testing for the Leptin gene. The TT gene is the best in the
leptin gene. TT cows raise 27lbs more calf than CC and have 2 more
calves per lifetime than CC. Feed saving on steers is $70-$80 per steer.

Bulls for sale: 2 year olds a:0E1->85:3? &41?1.A88?->1;ŊTT sires.
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only valid at participating dealers. Retail offers may be cancelled or changed at any time without notice. See your Ford Dealer for complete details or call the Ford Customer Relationship Centre
at 1-800-565-3673. For factory orders, a customer may either take advantage of eligible raincheckable Ford retail customer promotional incentives/offers available at the time of vehicle
factory order or time of vehicle delivery, but not both or combinations thereof. Retail offers not combinable with any CPA/GPC or Daily Rental incentives, the Commercial Upﬁt Program or the
Commercial Fleet Incentive Program (CFIP). */** Until March 31, 2016, purchase a new 2016 Escape SE 4WD 201A for $30,782 (after Manufacturer Rebates of $500 deducted and includes freight
and air tax charges of $1,790). Or lease a new 2016 Escape SE 4WD 201A for up to 60 months and get 0.99% APR on approved credit (OAC) from Ford Credit Canada Limited. Not all buyers will
qualify for the lowest APR payment. Lease 2016 Escape SE 4WD 201A with a value of $29,287 (after $1,495 down payment or equivalent trade in and Manufacturer Rebates of $500 deducted
and including freight and air tax charges of $1,790) at 0.99% APR for up to 60 months with an optional buyout of $11,552, monthly payment is $313 (the sum of twelve (12) monthly payments
divided by 26 periods gives payee a bi-weekly payment of $145), total lease obligation is $20,275, interest cost of leasing is $1,007 or 0.99% APR. For purchase or lease, additional payments
required for PPSA, registration, security deposit, NSF fees (where applicable), excess wear and tear, and late fees. Offers excludes options, Green Levy (if applicable), license, fuel ﬁll charge,
insurance, dealer PDI, PPSA (if ﬁnanced or leased), administration fees, and any other applicable environmental charges/fees and taxes. For lease, some conditions
and mileage restriction of 80,000km for 60 months applies. Excess kilometrage charges are 12¢ per km, plus applicable taxes. Excess kilometrage charges subject to
change, see your local dealer for details. All prices are based on Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. ± Offer only valid from March 1, 2016 to April 30, 2016 (the “Offer
Period”) to resident Canadians with an eligible Costco membership on or before February 29, 2016. Receive $1,000 towards the purchase or lease of a new and available
2016 Ford Escape models (each an “Eligible Vehicle”). Limit one (1) offer per each Eligible Vehicle purchase or lease, up to a maximum of two (2) separate Eligible Vehicle
sales per Costco Membership Number. Offer is transferable to persons domiciled with an eligible Costco member. Applicable taxes calculated before CAD$1,000 offer is
deducted. ® Registered trademark of Price Costco International, Inc. used under license. ©2016 Sirius Canada Inc. “SiriusXM”, the SiriusXM logo, channel names and logos
are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. and are used under licence. ©2016 Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited. All rights reserved.

By Ashleigh Viveiros

Oh hey, you’re looking for the legal, right? Take a look, here it is: Vehicle(s) may be shown with optional equipment. Dealer may sell or lease for less. Limited time offers. Offers
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Tanguay honoured
by Curling Canada
success.
“At the end of the day, there were
over 300 volunteers,” he stressed. “I
benefited from a great volunteer base
and excellent sponsorship and all the
people of Winkler who showed up to
attend.”
Winkler’s Scotties proved to be one
of the most successful ones ever, attracting sold out crowds and producing a profit of over $100,000.
Continued on page 5

Get instant savings
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Co-op celebrates
furniture expansion
By Ashleigh Viveiros

Winkler Co-op proudly showed
off its Co-op@Home expansion last
week.
The store celebrated the grand
opening of two floors of new sales
space for furniture and decor with a
ribbon cutting March 10, wrapping
the ceremony up with donation to
Katie’s Cottage.
“We’ve got just over 9,000 square
feet of furniture showroom here, from
mattresses, carrying the top brands,
into furniture, carrying about four
different brands ... very successful
lines, very good quality product,” said
manager Al Ruttan, noting these new
additions round out the store’s offerings, which also include appliances,
electronics, and computer services.
“Co-op@Home has really become the
one-stop shop to take care of your entire home.”
The expansion was completed just

before Christmas and also included the addition of a new 8,000 sq. ft.
warehouse on the Main St. building’s
western side.
Feedback toward the expansion has
been very positive thus far, Ruttan
said.
“We’re looking forward to a very
successful year in sales in here,” he
said.
One of their first big customers was
Katie’s Cares, who recently went on a
shopping spree to furnish the Katie’s
Cottage respite home going up across
the road from the Boundary Trails
Health Centre this spring.
At last week’s ceremony, Co-op
presented the charity with $10,000
towards those purchases, many of
which were made at steep discounts.
“Obviously it’s incredibly near and
dear to a lot of people’s hearts in our
community, so this is our way of supporting it,” Ruttan said.
Co-op’s suppliers also came on

PHOTOS BY ASHLEIGH VIVEIROS/VOICE
From left: Winkler Co-op’s Evan Toews, Harv Giesbrecht, Al Ruttan,
and George Klassen were joined by Mayor Martin Harder and Co-op@
Home staff in cutting the ribbon on the store’s new furniture expansion, which includes two floors of sales space and a new warehouse.

board to help Katie’s Cares out.
Whirlpool discounted some of its appliances, as did Sealy Canada, who
also donated a free bed to the cause.
Katie Cares’ Ruth Reimer says Coop’s support in furnishing Katie’s
Cottage is much appreciated.
“Working with this group of people

was amazing,” she said. “The most
important thing for me was that we
stay local. All our stuff that we have
purchased, whether it is furnishings
or decorative, we have stayed right
here within our communities so that
we can give back that way to support
southern Manitoba.”

> TANGUAY, FROM PG. 4

At the Co-op@Home ribbon cutting last week, Winkler Co-op gave
back to Katie Cares with a $10,000 donation toward the furniture
and appliances they recently purchased from the store to outfit the
Katie’s Cottage respite home.

Correction
In the March 3 edition of the
Voice, a story on the social media
efforts of the Winkler Police Service included an incorrect number
for how many Facebook followers
the department has.

The correct number is 2,418 followers, as of press time. WPD also
has about 1,000 Twitter followers.
We apologize for the mix-up and
any confusion it may have caused.

“I thought it would be good, but I
didn’t think it was going to be that
good,” Tanguay said. “I certainly
thought we’d make some money,
but I didn’t think we’d make that
much money.”
The excess funds went right back
into the community, supporting
numerous sporting groups and
community programs.
As for Tanguay, this is the latest
in a long list of accolades he’s received in connection with his work
with the Scotties, including both
the Curl Manitoba Volunteer of the
Year award and the Winkler Citizen
of the Year award.
“I’ve said it before: I didn’t do this
to get any awards,” Tanguay emphasized, adding that he’s been an
avid curler his entire life—including several stints on the Winkler
Curling Club executive—and so
co-chairing the Scotties organizing
committee was a fun way to be able
to give back.
Tanguay’s commitment to both his
community and the sport of curling is why Curling Canada chose
him for this year’s honour, said
Scott Comfort, chair of the national
awards committee.
“If it weren’t for awards such as

this, people like Louis, who pour
their heart and soul into the sport
of curling, wouldn’t be recognized
for their efforts, which is why we
take such delight in this annual
honour,” he said. “Volunteers are
the foundation that keep our sport
alive. They are selfless and dedicated, and without them, curling
would not have such a spirit of fellowship and giving.”
Tanguay said his week at the Brier
alongside his wife, Elaine, was “a
fantastic experience.”
The couple got the chance to attend all the curling draws as well
as the Hall of Fame banquet where
Ina Forrest, Darryl Neighbour, Earle Morris, Bob Weeks, and Pierre
Charette were inducted.
Tanguay was then presented his
award on the ice in between the
sixth and seventh ends at a match
on Saturday.
“The ceremony was short as the
curlers needed to get back to the
game,” he said in an email on Monday. “They mentioned Winkler and
our successful Scotties in 2015 ... all
volunteers were also acknowledged
and they were truly appreciated by
the crowd.”
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I am writing this letter to endorse
the City of Morden and Chamber
of Commerce on the possible City
Square. What a great idea. You are on
the right track on helping to promote
and bring businesses and customers
to our city.
My sister owns a number of Tim
Hortons in Dayton, Ohio. When
Walmart build a new store down the
road from Beavercreek, a suburb of
Dayton, it slowed down the area, so
they built a city square that brought
life back to the area. For those of you
that want to look it up on the internet
you can see what they have done, only
in a far bigger scale than what Morden is proposing.
To have a stage downtown that on
various days you can provide entertainment for kids and adults as well as
food, craft and vegetable vendors, to
mention a few—wouldn’t it be great to
go downtown on an afternoon to have
lunch with all our ethnic citizens in
the area to try their food? And, while
downtown, why don’t I go shopping!
What does this do? Well, more business means more stores and fills the
ones that are empty as well possibly
hiring more people. Let’s not forget
that they are not knocking down the
doors to set up shop in Morden. Let’s
try some new ideas.
We could set this city square up on
a trial basis and if it does not work in
one to two years then remove it. I look
around and see city squares all over
in major centers like Winnipeg and in
third world countries like Mexico that

are busy every day.
To address the parking issue, there
are a lot of open properties in the
downtown that could be accessed by
talking to the owners. For example,
the Arlington, old Shell bulk lot, old
Texaco bulk lot, and the Anglican
Church and Lutheran Church parking lots.
For the handicapped, we could have
designated spots downtown for them
to park in, but we need to address
some of our buildings that people
with disabilities cannot access.
Also, maybe some of the business
owners could find parking spots elsewhere, not in front of their own stores.

As for moving it to Morden Park,
you missed the point that they are
trying to bring business downtown.
The latest letter to the editor claims
that the city and chamber are not listing to the people. Well, they sent out a
survey asking for their thoughts and
input if this were to go ahead.
Let’s start looking at ideas in a positive note and not always shooting
down ideas and calling them stupid.
Would it not be great to see all our
stores full and lots of people downtown shopping again like it once was?
Gord Maddock,
Brew N Sip, Morden

Shopper grateful for locals’ honesty
There are still good people in Winkler/Morden.
On Saturday, March 5, I dropped my
purse in the parking lot as I was putting my bags in the van. Thank you so
much to the person who turned in my
purse to Walmart Customer Service

around noon. Everything was intact.
What a relief to have my purse and
everything in it back.
Thank you again.
Mary Anne
Schmidt

Thank you for arts coverage
Congratulations to the Winkler Morden Voice in giving arts and culture a
prominent place in your paper.
I recall having a conversation with
your editor about looking forward to
a time when arts and culture would
get the press it deserves.

The March 10th issue has two pages
devoted to arts and culture. Thank
you for supporting this important issue.
Jake Bergman,
Winkler

Wake up before someone gets hurt: lower speed limit needed
In the last six months as a business/
retailer, we have been involved in two
different discussion periods.
1. Parking downtown. After a number of meetings and surveys done, I
think we have come to the conclusion
that we have ample parking providing that the retailers/business owners and employees look at their own
parking habits and move away from
the store fronts, which has been a
positive move.
2. The discussion of the city square.
I am not sure whose ill-preconceived

idea this is. It does not appear to be
the Chamber or the Corn and Apple
Festival. Or is it the city planner, city
manager or city council? Leave it rest.
The Corn and Apple festival does a
splendid job of setting up the stage
for the festival!
3. I would like you to take a few minutes to ponder the heading “Wake up
before someone get hurt!” I’ve been a
business man for some 30-plus years
in the Stephen St. strip. Had the privilege of walking or running and sitting
on the benches on the sidewalks. I

have noticed that there is very little
respect for speed limit or lack there
of, in fact someone will get hurt if we
do nothing about it. Slowing down
to 30 km/h will help our traffic flow
through the business section in a
positive way, people can walk at their
leisure, and no more intersection
concerns.
I expect I have created a problem as
the City will say Stephen St is provincial jurisdiction.So then talk to the
province! Do it now!
Ron Wiebe, Morden

> Got something you want to get off your chest?
Send your letters to the editor at news@winklermordenvoice.ca. Please include your name, address, and phone number for confirmation purposes. Anonymous letters will not be published.
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Music for the masses
Winkler and Morden Co-op shoppers were generous to the buskers from the Douglas Kuhl School of Music as they performed at the
stores March 11-12. The kids received $1,000 from public donations
($600 in Winkler and $400 in Morden) and another $2,450 from several
local businesses who matched a portion of the funds raised. At right:
One big sponsor of both the busking event and the music school is
the Kuhl Family from Southern Potato, represented here by Keith
Kuhl. The Kuhls’ donation brings the school about a third of the way
to their $25,000 goal, covering the costs of the honorarium for five
of their 13 teachers. Below: Ian Fehrmoore tickles the ivories at the
Winkler Co-op
store Friday
evening.

> NEWCOMERS, FROM PG. 2
“We did the ones that were older and really, really enjoyed the skating, were really invested in the program,”
she said.
The Winkler-Morden-Altona area has been welcoming a
lot of newcomers in recent months, especially Syrian refugees.
All told, seven families have moved here from the wartorn country—17 adults and 29 kids—and the region has
pulled together to help them settle in, Sager said.
“The community has been very welcoming,”she said.
Helping newcomers integrate into their new communities is a big part of what Regional Connections does, but
they need your help.
The agency is currently looking for volunteers for a
number of programs, including men’s group leaders in
Winkler, community tour guides in Morden, and the Language Buddies program in Morden.
To find out more about the volunteer opportunities available, email Sager at carina@regionalconnections.ca.

The kids
pose with
Mick E.
Moose,
the Jets
mascot, in
their box
at the MTS
Centre last
week.

16033gmb
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Pregnancy centre
hosts winter picnic
By Lorne Stelmach

She came to Canada to have a family life she could not have back home
in China.
China’s one child policy established
under leader Deng Xiaoping in 1979
to limit the communist country’s
population growth was originally
going to be a temporary measure.
It continued, however, into the new
century, only having been lifted in
the past year.
It may have succeeded in reducing
population growth in the country of
1.3 billion by as much as an estimated 300 million people over its first 20
years, but it also led people like Bessie Xu to abandon their homeland.
“It drove me to move to Canada,”
said Xu, who spoke at the March 12
winter picnic fundraiser for the Pembina Valley Pregnancy Care Centre.
Over 140 people attended the event,
which raised upwards of $8,000 for
the agency.
As guest speaker, Xu outlined how
the one-child rule worked and the
impact it had on millions of families,
including her own.
The policy limited couples to one
child, though it was not an all-encompassing rule because it had been
restricted to ethnic Han Chinese living in urban areas. Citizens living in

rural areas and minorities living in
China were not subject to the law.
It was estimated in 2007 that 36 per
cent of China’s population was subject to the restriction, with an additional 53 per cent being allowed to
have a second child if the first child
was a girl.
The only option seen for someone
like Xu was to leave China so they
could have the kind of family they
wanted.
“In China, my husband and I
worked in a state-run organizations
... under the policy, it was impossible
for us to have more than one child,”
she said.
Winkler became their choice to start
a new life since they had a sister already living here. Xu and her husband settled in the Pembina Valley in
2011.
It was a decision they have not regretted, she said, noting that here
they have also been able to enjoy a
quality of life here that was not possible in China.
“I decided to move to Canada because here I could breathe cleaner
air, and here the living environment
is not that crowded,” said Xu.
“And I think my daughter can enjoy less high stress academic system.
And, what’s more important is that I
could have one more child.”

PHOTO BY LORNE STELMACH/VOICE
Pembina Valley Pregnancy Care Centre executive director Linda
Marek (right) with winter picnic guest speaker Bessie Xu on Saturday.

Their desire to have another child
also led to her connection with the
Pembina Valley Pregnancy Care Centre.
“That year I came here, I was pregnant, and I heard from my sister
that I could get help from the care
centre,” she explained. “During my
pregnancy, I got a lot of help from the
organization ... so I appreciate the assistance and the care from the community. I really appreciate it ... based
on my own experience of getting help
from the centre.”
Centre executive director Linda
Marek said they appreciated Xu sharing her story, and she was encouraged by the full house on hand for the
fundraiser at the Westside Church in
Morden.

“There was an international perspective to what’s happening for
women and families around the
world,” said Marek, but there was the
local perspective as well of someone
who benefitted from the centre.
Noting that Xu heard about the centre from her sister, who found out
about it through Regional Connections, Marek observed it was also a
good example of co-operation among
different organizations.
“We are connected ... they send
people to us ... and when we’ve needed help with language issues, we’ve
been able to get in touch with them,”
she said. “I think we work well with a
lot of other community organizations
and groups because we are often
serving the same people.”

Garden Valley approves $47.7M operating budget
By Ashleigh Viveiros

The Garden Valley School Division
board of trustees approved a 20162017 budget that’s pretty much on
par with what they presented to the
community during consultations last
month.
Trustees gave final approval to a
$47.7 million operating budget at
their meeting March 8.
Rising assessments across the
GVSD catchment area—including
jumps of 14 per cent (Winkler), 19 per
cent (RM of Stanley), 25 per cent (RM
of Rhineland), and 64 per cent (RM of
Roland)—meant the division is able
to take in what it needs from taxpayers without raising the mill rate.
In fact, the board opted to lower the
rate 11.41 per cent to 15.99 mills. The
special levy increases from just over

$17.2 million to $17.9 million.
“We were happy to shave down that
mill rate a bit ... we can’t control assessments, but we can control that,”
said board chair Laurie Dyck.
As a result, the average Winkler
homeowner will see their education
taxes drop, as will business owners.
A home assessed at just over $278,000
will pay about $28 less in taxes this
year, while a business of $500,000 will
see a drop of just over $51.
It’s a different story out on the farm,
however. Skyrocketing assessments
there means landowners will see education taxes on a $1.5 million property jump over $1,000, while a property worth closer to $6 million will pay
over $4,200 more in taxes.
Funding from the province covers
about 67 per cent of Garden Valley’s
operating costs, with local taxes cov-

ering about 31 per cent.
Dyck said the trustees always strive
to be responsible with the tax dollars
the division receives.
“We don’t want to frivolously just
make up projects to spend money
on,” she said, stressing the budget is
in line with the division’s five-year
strategic plan. “The strategic plan
and the budget have to work hand in
hand. There’s no point to a strategic
plan if you don’t support it.”
The 2016-17 goals from that plan
(which were also approved at last
week’s meeting) include focusing on
student literacy, numeracy, and further developing professional learning
communities for teachers.
As such, the budget calls for $179,100
to be spend on literacy initiatives, including expanding classroom libraries, hiring a literacy program coordi-

nator, and professional development
for teachers.
Another $98,500 is being set aside
to focus on starting up the division’s
new numeracy initiative, including
the hiring of a coordinator.
The division will also be spending about $100,000 to revitalize the
oldest hallways in Winkler Elementary School, $10,000 for a work room
renovation at Parkland School, and
$12,000 to renovate the J.R. Walkof
School staff room.
Beyond these projects, the budget
also includes $180,000 for information technology equipment upgrades;
$500,000 for new buses; $150,000 to
maintenance services for new vehicles, a fire alarm upgrade at W.E.S.,
Continued on page 10
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• WINKLER CITY COUNCIL

Winkler freezes spending in 2016 budget
By Lorne Stelmach

The City of Winkler’s financial plan for 2016 is virtually
unchanged from last year.
Council introduced a new budget that freezes spending and will not take any more in municipal taxes from
residents.
“Spending will remain
flat, and the mill rate comes
down, so I think it’s a good
place to be,” Mayor Martin
“SPENDING
Harder said after the finanWILL REMAIN
cial plan got first reading
at the March 8 city council
FLAT, AND
meeting.
Harder said he believes
THE MILL RATE
recent councils have always
COMES DOWN,
done a good job of achieving
a balanced budget, but addSO I THINK
ed “the biggest accomplishTHAT’S A GOOD
ment this year is the fact that
we don’t need to increase
PLACE TO BE.”
the taxes either.”
He suggested they aimed
for a hold-the-line financial
plan because their perception was that the local economy has not been as robust as in past years.
“We’ve seen some of those declines over the last year
... businesses who have had to go to work share or else
had to lay some people off ... and generally the economy
is a little bit tighter right now,” said Harder. “We felt that
it wasn’t fair for us to just simply throw caution to the
wind ... say we’re going to do all these projects and add
this expense when the rest of the community has to pull

back a little.”
The plan calls for the city’s general operating budget to stay at just over $15.1 million following increases that had ranged from four to
eight per cent in the last five years.
A key factor allowing the budget freeze was
reassessment drove up property value about
12 per cent in the city, while another additional
two per cent growth in total assessment came
from new development.
That allowed Winkler’s mill rate used to set
municipal taxes to remain one of the lowest
among Manitoba’s major urban centres, declining 11 per cent this year from 16.03 to 14.26.
For the average taxpayer, that means a
$200,000 residential property reassessed at
$224,800 in 2016 (using the average increase of
12.4 per cent) will see the municipal portion of
its tax bill at $1,442.70 compared to $1,442.74.
A $300,000 commercial property reassessed at
$335,700 in 2016 (using the average increase of
11.9 per cent) will see the municipal portion of
its tax bill decline from $3,125.85 to $3,112.04.
About 64 per cent of the city’s revenue comes
from the municipal tax levy ($9,620,947), with 36
per cent from other sources ($5,528,543).
Other revenue includes 18 per cent from other
sources at $2,675,188, 12 per cent from provincial tax sharing at $1,852,155, and about three
per cent each from areas like protective fees

and fines and recreational services.
The largest area of expenditure comes under
protective services, which represents 24 per
cent of the budget. It increases seven per cent
to $3,672,047.
About 15 per cent is money transferred to reserve funds, which decreases by 11 per cent to
$2,367,818. Recreation and cultural services account for close to 14 per cent of the budget with
a 13 per cent increase to $2,092,854.
Transportation services represent 12 per cent
with a one per cent decrease to $1,901,840. Another 12 per cent is for fiscal services, which has
a six per cent decrease to $1,859,650. General
government services take up nine per cent with
a four per cent increase to $1,432,790.
Other lesser areas of spending include environmental health at $874,000, economic development at $437,094, environmental planning
at $364,900, and public health and welfare at
$131,497.
Council also approved a capital budget of
$9,089,624, with half of those funds coming from
general reserves and the remainder divided
among other reserves and revenue sources.
Major capital expenses for the year begin with
$1.8 million (less grants) for road work, including the Clover Creek industrial development,

Council approves
funding for WA+C
By Lorne Stelmach

Winkler city council will help the Winkler Arts and Culture Centre meet a budget shortfall in its first partial year
of operation.
Council approved a request at its March 8 meeting to
provide a $15,000 grant to Winkler Arts and Culture.
President Ray Derksen said preliminary estimates had
their 2016 budget short that amount for the operation of
the building for the last half of the current year.
Work is well underway on renovation of the former
Winkler utilities building. The first phase of transforming
the 6,000 sq. ft. facility into an arts centre comes at a cost
of over $600,000 and should be completed by summer.
Meanwhile, city council also finalized its support for the
Winkler Business Improvement Area committee for 2016.
The committee will receive a levy of $71,210 for the year
with a $70,000 grant then in turn going to the Winkler
Chamber of Commerce.
An additional $5,000 one time grant was also approved
to assist the chamber with developing more communication initiatives with its membership.

16033gmf

Continued on page 10
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PVCD tackling erosion
along Dead Horse Creek
By Lorne Stelmach

It’s one of Morden’s features that
help earn its reputation as one of
the most beautiful communities in
southern Manitoba.
The Deadhorse Creek, however,
also presents challenges which the
Pembina Valley Conservation District
is helping to address.
“It’s a beautiful thing to have a creek
in your backyard, but it’s also a tremendous liability and can be a source
of real concern,” said Cliff Greenfield,
manager of the PVCD, which is working with the City of Morden and the
RM of Stanley on bank stabilization
projects.
There are a range of issues related
to “having a fairly good sized creek
going right through the middle of
town ... and it goes through private
areas as well as public areas ... so that
presents some concerns.
“We’re trying to help the city and
the residents with these issues. We’ve
got some expertise in stabilization
and water management and those
kinds of things.”
The district has completed a number of projects to date including
modifying portions of the creek at
Brookside Way and the footbridges

including near Livingston Nature
Park and at Stanley Park.
The banks were re-graded and rock
rip rap were placed along the shoreline. Willow stringer poles were also
planted at two meander bends along
the creek.
All of this is aimed at addressing
stream bank erosion caused by the
forces of water, wind and ice that
over time wear away or move the soil.
Having a diverse plant community
along the banks is the best defense
against erosion, as the roots below
the ground and the stems, leaves and
branches slow down the erosive force
of the water.
Even without human influence,
streams may meander and in the process cause banks to erode. Although
a stream channel may appear to be
stable, over a period of time most will
adjust or shift location.
Randy Dow, an engineering technologist with the PVCD, said the district has established a good working
relationship with the City of Morden
and RM of Stanley to tackle these ongoing issues along the creek.
“More work is planned for this upcoming year,” he noted.
Greenfield added they are also trying to work with a number of private

PVCD PHOTO
Rocks installed on the banks of Dead Horse Creek in Stanley Park
(above) and in Morden will help stop erosion and improve bank stablization. More work is slated to be done on the creek this summer.

residents living along the creek.
That has been made easier now
with newer developments, he said, as
the city has kept ensuring access to
the creek area in mind.
“With some of the new subdivisions,
the city changed their policy, which I
think was really positive, that they’re
now saying there’s a right of way beside this creek. So it takes away a lot
of the risks from private residents,
which makes a lot of sense,” he said.
Greenfield also noted they are
working on a study to determine
what more needs to be addressed in
the years ahead and what the poten-

tial cost may be.
“If you want to stabilize this creek
... and basically you do now because
the houses are really so close in the
developments taking place ... there
isn’t any room to allow the creek to
meander like it naturally would want.
“So it has to be fixed, and it has to be
armoured ... and we’re trying to determine how much that may cost over
the next 20, 40 years.
“We’re trying to be proactive and
work with the city on identifying
those spots that are starting to move
more.”

Industrial park development a priority: mayor
From Pg. 9

Hwy. 32 and Pembina Ave. intersection improvements, Northlands
Parkway West, and Circle K Drive.
Other key projects include $500,000
for land for the recreation multiplex
project, $172,000 for new equipment including a police vehicle,
and $100,000 for development of the
skate park area including a basketball court, though that project is dependent on fundraising supporting
it. There are also funds targeted for
other projects, including playground
equipment, an outdoor rink, and
walkways.
There is also a separate water and
sewer utilities budget of $4,219,135.

PRIORITIES
Harder said one key priority for
council in the year ahead is to continue to progress on development of

the industrial park area.
“In order to get the expansion and
industrial development, we need to
make sure that property is ready to be
occupied. We’re anticipating some of
our growth will definitely come from
there.”
He added they are also still working
towards having a longer term plan for

waste water treatment and disposal
to take to the provincial and federal
governments for funding assistance.
“And of course our recreation expansion is still on the radar as well,”
Harder said. “Even though the funding may not come from this year,
there’s a lot of work that we still need
to do in order to be ready for it.”

In the end, Harder said he believes
the city has shown a strong track record of good financial management.
“We haven’t really gone out and
spent money unnecessarily. This
council is no different ... I’ve been on
three councils and all of them have
been pretty prudent, and councils before have been in the past.”

> GVSD BUDGET, FROM PG. 8
and doorway accessibility improvements; and $32,000 in support of the
Winkler Family Resource Centre,
the Imagination Library program,
and the division’s Community Connections program.

PAC FEEDBACK
Dyck noted that they received the
most public feedback from their

parent advisory council budget consultation meeting, where attendees
stressed the importance of addressing student mental health/anxiety
issues and the need for additional
clinical services and guidance counsellors.
“We definitely heard things about
student wellness ... that’s one of the
things we definitely have to keep a
pulse on, see how that’s doing,” she

said, adding that each school will
be taking a look at the programs
and services it provides along those
lines. “We know that it is being addressed by our schools. They’re very
aware of, for example, student anxiety.”
A full break-down of the budget is
available online at gvsd.ca.
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Senior centre hosts
brainstorming session
By Lorne Stelmach

What do the people who use it most
want from the Morden 55 Plus Activity Centre?
That was the question at the heart
of a brainstorming session held there
last Friday afternoon.
“Basically, it’s about how the centre can grow,” said executive director
Yvonne Kroeker, who hoped the informal session would provide them
with some short and long term direction.
The event was led by Lynda MacLean of the Morden Area Foundation, with Cheryl Link offering some
perspective on the history and development of the centre.
Link stressed the idea of the centre
playing an important role in improving the health and quality of life of its
members. In leading the discussion,
MacLean encouraged participants to
think big.
The session attracted close to two
dozen people, with many of the ideas
based on the possibility of expanding
the current facility.
A number of people commented on
improving the technology at the cen-

“IT’S THEIR CENTRE AND
THEY SHOULD HAVE A
VOICE.”
PHOTO BY LORNE STELMACH/VOICE

tre, including having an Internet café
area and getting better sound and
projection systems.
Other ideas ranged from having a
television viewing lounge to having a
reading area or even a book club, as
well as more arts and crafts offerings.
All of those in attendance also
stressed that there should be more
partnerships and networking with
other centres in the region and province.
In the end, the hope was that these
kinds of ideas could get more people
interested and involved.
“We should have more people coming in through the door,” suggested
Fred Mayor.
Kroeker said the idea for the brainstorming session came about because
they recognized it is very important

Morden 55+ Activity Centre executive director Yvonne Kroeker
(standing, left) and facilitator Lynda MacLean led discussion at a
brainstorming session held last week.
for the members to be involved and
to have a say in the centre’s aims, programs, and services.
“They need to have a voice, have
some input because they are the
members ... this is their centre, so let’s
have feedback from them,” she said.
“We can take a good look at what we
are going to do ... where do they want
to see our centre go ... do they want
to see us do more fundraising for
anything ... are there new projects in
mind.
“We need to get the people involved.
At the end of the day, it’s their centre
and they should have a voice.”
Kroeker noted they have an annual

membership meeting, but it doesn’t
always get as many people out as they
would like.
She said they hope the members will
see this as something that is important enough to want to get involved.
“We’re trying to raise the level of
awareness ... to be more aware of
what’s all going on at the centre.”
Kroeker said they will take into consideration what they heard at the forum as they make plans now for the
year ahead.
Find out more about the senior centre at www.mordenseniors.ca.

Western SD students scoring above average
By Lorne Stelmach

Morden early years students are
learning to read as well or at a level
even slightly better than the provincial average.
That is the general result of an annual assessment done last fall with
Gr. 3 students in reading and numeracy in both the English and French
Immersion programs. It also assessed
Gr. 4 French Immersion students for
reading in French.
“It gives us a good snapshot of how
we are doing in relationship to the
province ... and how we are doing
from year to year. You can see the
trends,” said Cyndy Kutzner, assistant
superintendent with Western School
Division.
The assessment gauges how students are progressing and uses four
categories: those who are significantly below their grade, those who
need ongoing help, those who are
approaching the expectations, and
those who are meeting the expecta-

tions.
Kutzner said those students needing ongoing help or way below expectations are usually a very small
percentage—maybe one to three per
cent in general.
“Those approaching expectations
are kids that are probably going to
get there before the end of the year,”
she said.
“When we report to the board, we’ll
say we’re happy if the kids are within
range of approaching or meeting. The
ones that we want to put interventions into place for are the ones that
are outside of that.
“The kids that are meeting expectations, we don’t need to put any interventions in place. The kids that are
approaching expectations, the teachers are not worried about in terms of
their progression or growth, but they
may need to make some adaptations,”
Kutzner continued. “So are they progressing the way we want them to or
are they going to be at risk of flipping
down into the ones who aren’t get-

ting it?”
The results break down as follows
for students who are approaching or
meeting expectations:
• Gr. 3 reading in English for English program: 90.2 per cent; provincial
average of 83.4 per cent.
• Gr. 3 reading in English for French
Immersion program: 93.3 per cent;
provincial average of 93.6 per cent.
• Gr. 4 reading in French for French
Immersion program: 97.7 per cent;
provincial average of 89.3 per cent.
• Gr. 3 numeracy in English: 91.68
per cent; provincial average of 86.58
per cent.
• Gr. 3 numeracy in French Immersion: 93 per cent; provincial average
of 94.63 per cent.
Western still compares well—above
the provincial average—when you
look at just those students meeting
expectations, though some disparities emerge.
For example, when looking at Grade
3 reading in English, 80 per cent of
the French Immersion students met

expectations compared to just 65 per
cent of English students.
“That has always been the trend,”
said Kutzner, who also noted that
English students come in at 66 per
cent for numeracy while 58 per cent
of French Immersion students met
expectations.
“Generally, every year we’re quite
happy with the results,” she said,
though they have “noticed a little bit
of a trend in our French Immersion
... where the numeracy is slipping a
little bit.
“They are learning the same math,”
she said. “So we are looking into that.
We would like all of our kids to be
learning at the same level.
“We’re still above the provincial average, so we’re not worried that our
kids are struggling too much, but we
would like the results to be a little
closer to what our English results
are.”
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A helping massage
Massage therapy students Kendal Funk, Eric
Olfert, Heidi Brodland, Viktor Bauer, and Betty
Redecop were offering $5 massages in support
of the Morden Healthy Minds breakfast program at the Home & Life Show March 4-5. The
college students, supervised by Linda Menzies
of Morden Massage Therapy, gave nearly 60
massages, which adds up to an awful lot of
cereal and milk to help local kids start off their
days right with a healthy meal. The students
will continue their practicum hours at MMTC,
offering $29 massages, all funds from which go
to local charitable organizations and projects.
SUBMITTED PHOTO

Youth charged in faked delivery driver hold-up
By Ashleigh Viveiros

Last week’s gunpoint robbery in
Winkler turned out to be a hoax.
The police investigation into the
apparent robbery of a pizza delivery
driver at the Parkland hill revealed
that the caller, who is a youth, fabricated the story in collusion with a
friend before staging the event in order to keep the money.
Police say the youth has taken responsibility for his actions and is
charged with public mischief for
leading police into a false investigation and with fraud and theft under
$5,000.
The second youth is charged with
robbery, wearing a disguise with intent to commit a robbery, use of an
imitation firearm in commission of
an offence, possession of weapon for
dangerous purpose, and carrying a
concealed weapon.
In addition, a search warrant was
executed at a residence on Gemstone
Bay, where it was believed officers
would find a firearm used in the offence.
Three imitation weapons were
seized at the home, all hand guns,
as well as a quantity of marijuana, a
quantity of marijuana resin, a number of items used to facilitate the
production of cannabis marijuana
resin, and a prohibited weapon (nunchucks).
A 20-year-old male along with the
second youth mentioned above are
now facing several drug and weapons charges.
Police say they believe that the proceeds from the robbery were earmarked to purchase marijuana for

the purpose of producing the marijuana resin, a concentrated and more
potent form of the drug.
All three of the accused have been
released pending their court dates.
Other items in the Winkler Police
Service’s weekly report include:
• March 7: A resident of Southview
Drive reported culprits entered his
yard sometime during the weekend
and cut down his fruit trees. There
are currently no suspects in this offence.
• March 7: Shortly before 10 p.m., officers received a call from Walmart reporting that three people walked out

of the store with two shopping carts
full of merchandise without paying.
The suspects were seen leaving the
parking lot in a Dodge Caravan and
travelling down P.R. 428. They were
arrested by Carman RCMP within
the hour.
Recovered from the vehicle was
merchandise valued at more than
$2,100 belonging to Walmart and Superstore in Winkler.
Charged with the thefts are one
adult female from Bacon Ridge and
an adult male and female from Ebb
and Flow.
All three were released on a Prom-

ises to Appear for court in Morden.
• March 11: Shortly after a family in
crisis reported their father for serious
domestic violence against their mother, officers attended the home and arrested the man without incident.
He is now facing several assault
charges for a series of incidents that
began earlier in the year.
The accused has been released on
a Promise to Appear with an Undertaking bearing the usual conditions
in these circumstances to protect the
victim and witnesses.
His first court appearance is scheduled for May 10 in Morden.

Last chance to nominate Outstanding Volunteer
By Lorne Stelmach

This may be your chance to say
to thank you to someone you know
who goes above and beyond to help
out in the community.
The deadline for the Morden Area
Foundation’s Outstanding Volunteer
of the Year Award is fast approaching. Nominations are due in by
March 31.
Executive director Lynda MacLean
said nominees can be anyone whose
exemplary volunteer efforts have
demonstrated dedication, leadership and citizenship in any way.
“It can be anybody. It doesn’t have
to be somebody who leads the biggest organization and has the biggest position,” she said. “It can be

somebody who walks around picking up the litter. It doesn’t have to
be a big thing ... just something that
makes an impact in some way.
“Lots of people fly under the radar. You don’t know that there’s all
these volunteers doing these things.
Those are the ones I would love to
get nominated.”
The nominees can be any individuals who have exemplified volunteerism, and their contribution must
have been made as a result of a personal, voluntary commitment and
not part of their employment.
Their service to the community or
to one or more community organizations will have occurred over a
period of time and not focused on a
single event or activity.

All nominees must reside in the
City of Morden or the immediate
surrounding area in the RM of Stanley.
The nominations will reviewed by
a committee of former Volunteer of
the Year recipients. The winner is
chosen based on length of service,
legacy created, impact on the community or organization and the
breadth of the impact.
The award will be presented at a
reception in April.
The nomination form is online
at www.mordenfoundation.ca. For
more information, call MacLean at
204-822-5614 or e-mail at info@mordenfoundation.ca, or stop by MAF
offices at 100 – 379 Stephen St.
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24th Street Wailers
to perform in Morden
By Lorne Stelmach

Music fans enjoying the shows
brought to the area by Dead Horse
Entertainment owe a debt of gratitude to the 24th Street Wailers.
Darren Klassen met the band at the
Brandon Folk Festival and they are a
big part of the reason why he started
DHE when he brought them to Morden in the fall of 2013.
“There’s a reason why they were my
first show to have in town, and I’m
very honoured to keep having them
back,” said Klassen in advance of the
group’s March 31 show at the Morden Legion.
Klassen said it is also exciting to get
them back at a time when the band is
really making a name for themselves
not only close to home but further

beyond.
“They really are ... they’re getting
quite a bit of recognition, not just in
Canada but places like the southern
states where blues is very popular,”
he said.
“They’re a great group of young
musicians writing a lot of their own
material. It is really exciting. I’m a big
fan of music, and I’m a big fan of the
style of music they make.”
Having originally met in music
school, the members of the 24th
Street Wailers were influenced by the
sounds from the freewheeling period
in the ‘40s and ‘50s when the blues
gave birth to rock and roll.
Led by frontwoman and singing
drummer Lindsay Beaver, the band
is filled out by Michael Archer on
upright bass, Marc Doucet on guitar,

SUPPLIED PHOTO

The 24th Street Wailers perform at the Morden Legion March 31.
Jesse Whiteley on piano, and Jonny
Wong on wailing sax.
The Wailers have been touring nonstop recently, playing over 650 shows
across the United States, France, and
Canada in the past four years and
sharing stages with legends like Jimmie Vaughan.
Their 2014 album Wicked, was nominated for the Canadian Juno Award.
The group has since released Where
Evil Grows to rave reviews.

The show at the Morden Legion
March 31 gets underway at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available for $20 online or
at Computer Remedies in Morden.
Other upcoming shows for Dead
Horse Entertainment include Doc
Walker in support of Donate Love
April 8 at the Access Event Centre,
Martyn Joseph April 19 at the Kenmor Theatre, and Ben Caplan July 6.

• AN ARTIST’S LIFE

How AMAF helps keep community festivals going

A

s the festival season continues
around Manitoba, the organization known as
Associated Manitoba Arts
Festivals (AMAF) will be
heavily involved in each
of the local festivals.
Families who have students recommended to provincial finals will
be the most
likely to hear
the name in
their lessons,
but AMAF is
an organization deserving of more
recognition
as it strives By Candace
to keep festiHamm

vals alive around the province.
Local festivals are given valuable
support through AMAF, which in
turn then also provides artistic support across the province to a large
network of organizations.
According to its website, the Associated Manitoba Arts Festivals is a
“non-profit organization that represents amateur community arts festivals across the province. Its purpose
is to promote and encourage participation in, growth and development
of, and appreciation for the creative
and performing arts in partnership
with local festivals.”
AMAF provides support to each
of its member festivals with a standardized set of rules and regulations, opportunities for provincewide competition, and opportunities
such as recommendation to national
festivals, composition competitions,
and choral workshops that are not
available at the local level.
With disciplines ranging from piano to organ, from dance to wood-

winds, and from spoken theatre to
musical theatre, AMAF showcases a
wide variety of artistic activities each
year.
Twenty-nine member festivals (including both the Winkler and Morden festival of the arts) reach thousands of budding artists across the
province by providing opportunities for workshops and adjudication
from qualified professionals.
Each year, students whose performances evidence a high level of
preparation and skill are recommended from each festival to represent their region at the AMAF provincial finals in late May.
The venue for this competition
currently alternates between Brandon and Winnipeg. Participating
students receive adjudication from
highly skilled artists, an opportunity
to win scholarships and other prizes,
and for some, an opportunity to be
recommended for the national festival held each year in varying locations across the country.

Recommendation to provincial
finals is considered a significant
achievement for the local festival
student!
The cost of entering your local festival is kept as low as possible through
sponsorships and donations from
organizations across the province
who care about investing in the arts
and keeping opportunities such as
local and provincial festivals alive
for future students.
Take the time to thank the discipline coordinators and committee
members from your community arts
festival who volunteer many hours
to keep these events running.
If your students are recommended
to provincial finals, give a special
thank you to AMAF, which plays
such a large part in keeping festivals
alive and well.
For more information, please visit
amaf.mb.ca.
Reach Candace Hamm
at ibcnu@mts.net
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Diveritas talks modern parallels to the past
Discussion series screens Chaplin’s ‘The Great Dictator’
By Lorne Stelmach

The Diversitas series of speakers
and events continued Saturday in
Morden with the presentation of the
film The Great Dictator.
Organizer Peter Cantelon said close
to 40 people were on hand for the
film, which is an American political
satire written, directed, and starring
Charlie Chaplin.
It offered a stirring condemnation

Festival of the
Arts continues
with piano,
sacred music
By Lorne Stelmach

The 41st Morden Festival of the Arts
continues next week with a busy piano session.
The piano entries increased to 190
this year from 158 a year ago.
Featuring all levels from beginner to
Grade 10, there will also be a variety
of classes including Canadian composers, Baroque composers, popular, 20th and 21st century composers,
classical sonata, romantic composers,
sonata, French composers, Classical
composers, baroque sonata and sacred.
They take place March 21-23 at the
Christ Lutheran Church. Morning
sessions begin at 9 a.m., afternoons
at 1:15 p.m. and evening sessions on
Monday and Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The sessions will be adjudicated by
April Gibson, an active workshop and
master class clinician who has taught
piano, composition, and piano pedagogy for decades.
Also coming up is the festival’s sacred evening on Sunday, March 20
at 7 p.m. also at the Christ Lutheran
Church featuring piano, vocal and
strings with sacred selections including solos, duets and ensembles.
The festival pauses for Easter and
spring break and then continues midApril with vocal and choral sessions
before wrapping up with the Hi-Lites
Concert on May 1.
All festival sessions are open to the
public for an admission of $2.

of Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, fascism, anti-semitism and the Nazis at a
time when the United States was not
yet formally at war with Nazi Germany.
It was a much smaller crowd than
the 160 on hand for Dr. Idris Elbakri
of the Manitoba Islamic Association
late last year, but those in attendance
enjoyed the chance to see the parallels between Chaplin’s concerns in
the 1940s and today’s political climate.

“The feedback I heard was very positive. I think it connected well with
people,” Cantelon said.
He noted one person who is an
American currently living in Morden
had an interesting perspective on it.
“She mentioned how very much the
film and the subject matter reminded her of what’s going on in American politics right now ... with Donald
Trump and the rhetoric.”
The point of Diversitas is to be a

platform for education and discussion around a belief that the diversity
of humanity makes us stronger, not
weaker.
The series’ next event features Jonathan Niemczak, president of Pride
Winnipeg, speaking May 14 on the
LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans
or questioning) community.
Other subjects tentatively include
First Nations in July, mental illness in
September, and feminism and women in November.

CAA launches Worst Roads campaign
Hwy. 32 already
high on the list
By Ashleigh Viveiros

CAA Manitoba is once again on the
hunt for our province’s worst road.
CAA launched its annual monthlong Worst Roads campaign last
week, inviting Manitobans to nominate the roadways they think deserve the dubious title.
“Our roads are more than a way
to get from A to B—they drive our
economy,” says CAA Manitoba president and CEO Mike Mager. “We
rely on our streets and highways for
trade and tourism, yet many routes
are riddled with potholes and poor
lane markings.
“A recent AAA survey that said
pothole damage has cost U.S. drivers $15 billion over the last five

years; I shudder to think of what
road conditions have cost Manitoba
motorists and businesses.”
Over 20,000 votes have been cast
in previous Worst Road campaigns,
and CAA Manitoba works with municipalities and the province to ensure roads nominated each year are
on government’s priority lists.
“This campaign isn’t about complaining—it’s about making a positive difference,” says Mager. “Whoever is in government in weeks from
now will be faced with the reality
that our roads need a lot of work.
We’re here to help give the public
a voice, and provide recommendations and collaboration to improve
the infrastructure that we rely on
every day.”
Hwy. 32 through Winkler—which
the city has been lobbying to have
four-laned for over a decade—has
made the campaign’s top five list

the last two years running, clinching
the number two spot in 2014 (losing
only to Winnipeg’s St. James St.) and
taking fifth place last year.
When the campaign launched last
week, Hwy. 32 quickly cracked the
top ten list, coming in at eighth place
behind roads in Winnipeg, Brookdale, and Carman (Main St. South).
As of press time, though, several
more Winnipeg streets had knocked
it further down the list.
You can vote for the Worst Road
online at caamanitoba.com/WorstRoads, the CAA Manitoba Facebook page, or through the CAA app.
Voters are able to pinpoint specific
stretches of the road they feel is the
worst and identify the infrastructure issue, such as traffic congestion,
potholes/crumbling infrastructure,
pedestrian/cycling safety, and poor
traffic light synchronization or lane
markings.

Corn & Apple social raises $5K
By Lorne Stelmach

The Corn and Apple Festival got a
good financial boost for its 50th anniversary celebration this year.
The Feb. 27 fundraising social
brought in about $5,000 for this summer’s festival.
At the March 9 festival planning
meeting, chairperson Lynda MacLean said they were very happy
with the response from the event,
but also stressed they are still looking to raise more to give the festival
more of a boost during its milestone
anniversary year.

There were discussions about doing a pancake breakfast in conjunction with the Block Party in June in
addition to selling a special edition
Pandora apple charm and Corn and
Apple watercolor prints by local artist Diana Persson.
Planning is also underway for a
special festival history book, with
the committee calling on the community to submit their festival
memories.
Meanwhile, MacLean noted they
were hoping to gather festival volunteers past and present sometime
this spring for an extra special and

extra large group photo.
The idea was to gather the group
on Eighth St. and have a photographer capture the image from the
roof of the Pembina Hills art gallery.
“We would like to put it into the
memories book then if possible,” she
said.
Meanwhile, anyone interested in
helping out with the festival can
consider filling one of the committee
positions that remain vacant: stage
and canopy setup, youth stage, and
float driver co-ordination.
Contact the festival office for more
information.
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PRECISION TRUCK MONTH
SIERRA KODIAK EDITION
UP TO
TOTAL
$9,000 INVALUE
**

WITH PRECISION FEATURES THAT INCLUDE:

TRAILERING EQUIPMENT

REMOTE VEHICLE
STARTER SYSTEM

DUAL-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL

2016 SIERRA 1500
DOUBLE CAB 4WD
• CHROME BUMPERS
• CARGO TIE-DOWNS
• ONSTAR 4G LTE WI-FI

~

• SIRIUS XM SATELLITE RADIO
SLE MODEL SHOWN

OR

• AVAILABLE APPLE CARPLAY
& ANDROID AUTO ‡

DRIVE AWAY WITHOUT PAYING $
ON 2016 CROSSOVER AND SUV LEASES*

BI-WEEKLY LEASE OFFER

159 0% 24

$

@

FOR

LEASE RATE
MONTHS
$2,050 DOWN PAYMENT. BASED ON PURCHASE PRICE OF
$35,360¥.INCLUDES $3,000 DELIVERY CREDIT, AND
$1,000 BONUS CREDIT.

0

DOWN
PAYMENT

$

0

FIRST TWO
BI-WEEKLY
PAYMENTS

$

0

SECURITY
DEPOSIT

$

0

BI-WEEKLY LEASE OFFER

191 0.9%

$

2016 TERRAIN SLE-1
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE

@

FOR 48 MONTHS

WITH

DUE ON
DELIVERY

0

$

LEASE RATE

DOWN

BASED ON PURCHASE PRICE OF $32,090¥.
INCLUDES $500 LEASE CASH.

SLE-1 AWD MODEL SHOWN

BI-WEEKLY LEASE OFFER
2016 ACADIA SLE-1
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
SLE-1 AWD MODEL SHOWN

2

YEARS/48,000 KM
COMPLIMENTARY

O I L C H A N G E S^^

215 0.49%

$

FOR 48 MONTHS

@

LEASE RATE

WITH

$

0

DOWN

BASED ON PURCHASE PRICE OF $41,240¥.
INCLUDES $1,000 LEASE CASH.

PRAIRIEGMC.COM

ENDS MARCH 31ST

ON NOW AT YOUR PRAIRIE GMC DEALERS. PRAIRIEGMC.COM 1-800-GM-DRIVE. GMC is a brand of General Motors of Canada. Offers apply to the purchase of a 2016 Sierra 1500 Kodiak Edition, and lease of a 2016 Sierra 1500 Double Cab 4WD (1SA), Terrain SLE-1 AWD (3SA), and Acadia SLE-1 AWD
(3SA). License, insurance, registration, administration fees, dealer fees, PPSA and taxes not included. Dealers are free to set individual prices. Limited time offers which may not be combined with other offers, and are subject to change without notice. Offers apply to qualified retail customers in Prairie GMC
Dealer Marketing Association area only. Dealer order or trade may be required. *Offer valid to eligible retail lessees in Canada who have entered into a lease agreement with GM Financial and accept delivery between March 1 and March 31, 2016 of a new or demonstrator 2016 model year GMC model,
excluding Canyon 2SA, Sierra 1500 and Sierra HD. General Motors of Canada will pay first two bi-weekly lease payments as defined on the lease agreement (inclusive of taxes). After the first two bi-weekly payments, lessee will be required to make all remaining scheduled payments over the remaining
term of the lease agreement. PPSA/RDPRM is not due. Consumer may be required to pay dealer fees. Insurance, license and applicable taxes not included. Additional conditions and limitations apply. GM reserves the right to modify or terminate this offer at any time without prior notice. See dealer for
details. **$9,000 is a combined total credit consisting of a $3,000 manufacturer-to-dealer delivery credit (tax exclusive), $5,445 Cash Credit (tax exclusive) and a $555 manufacturer-to-dealer Kodiak Package Discount Credit (tax exclusive) for 2016 Sierra SLE 1500 Kodiak Edition, which is available for
cash purchases only and cannot be combined with special lease and finance rates. By selecting lease or finance offers, consumers are forgoing this $5,445 credit, which will result in higher effective interest rates. Discounts vary by model. ¥Lease based on a purchase price of $35,360/$32,090/$41,240,
including $0/$500/$1,000 lease cash, $3,000/$0/$0 manufacturer-to-dealer delivery credit and a $1,000/$0/$0 bonus credit for a new eligible 2016 GMC Sierra 1500 Double Cab 4WD (1SA)/Terrain SLE-1 AWD (3SA)/Acadia SLE-1 AWD (3SA). Bi-weekly payment is $159/$191/$215 for 24/48/48 months
at 0%/0.9%/0.49% APR, on approved credit to qualified retail customers by GM Financial. Annual kilometre limit of 20,000 km, $0.16 per excess kilometre. $2,050/$0/$0 down payment is required. Payment may vary depending on down payment or trade. Total obligation is $10,282/$19,824/$22,320, plus
applicable taxes. Option to purchase at lease end is $25,101/$13,076/$19,513. Price and total obligation exclude license, insurance, registration, taxes and optional equipment. Other lease options are available. Dealers are free to set individual prices. Limited-time offer, which may not be combined with
other offers. See your dealer for conditions and details. General Motors of Canada Company reserves the right to amend or terminate this offer, in whole or in part, at any time without prior notice. ‡Vehicle user interfaces are products of Apple® and Google® and their terms and privacy statements apply.
Requires compatible smartphone. Data plan rates apply. ^^The 2-Year Scheduled LOF Maintenance Program provides eligible customers in Canada who have purchased, leased or financed a new eligible 2016 GMC vehicle with an ACDelco oil and filter change, in accordance with the Oil Life Monitoring
System and the Owner’s Manual, for 2 years or 48,000km, whichever occurs first, with a limit of four lube-oil-filter services in total, performed at participating GM dealers. Fluid top-offs, inspections, tire rotations, wheel alignments and balancing, etc., are not covered. This offer may not be redeemed for
cash and may not be combined with certain other consumer incentives available on GM vehicles. General Motors of Canada Limited reserves the right to amend or terminate this offer, in whole or in part, at any time without prior notice. Additional conditions and limitations apply. See dealer for details.
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Minnewasta kids give back
By Lorne Stelmach

A project has helped Gr. 3 students
at Minnewasta School in Morden better comprehend the issue of homelessness.
Each year the Gr. 3 classes at the
school do a giving project of some
sort, often raising funds for charitable
projects overseas.
This time around they decided to
keep it more local, says teacher Rhonda Thomson.

“We brought it a little closer to
home this year,” she said, “hoping
they would make the connection that
even here in our province there are
lots of people who don’t have their
basic needs met.”
Since fall, the kids have been collecting toiletry products for the people at
the Siloam Mission homeless shelter
in Winnipeg. They’ve also hosted four
cookie sales and raised about $300
to purchase socks, which they filled
with the toiletries to be handed out to

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

Gr. 3 students at Minnewasta School in Morden recently filled about
300 pairs of socks with toiletry items they collected for the homeless
at Siloam Mission in Winnipeg.
those in need at the shelter.
Thomson said they ended up with
about 300 pairs of socks, which were
purchased from Giant Tiger with a bit
of help from the Morden business.
“We didn’t expect this to get that big
... so we were happy with the overall
results,” she said.
Thomson stressed it was good for

the students to be directly involved
in fundraising and organizing the
project, with some help from their
parents in baking cookies.
While the logistics of organizing a
student field trip to Siloam Mission
didn’t quite pan out, the teachers will
be delivering the packed-full socks to
the mission themselves, she said.

Customer Appreciation Day
Outback Roadshow & Versatile 50th
COME CHECK
OUT THE
1966 D100
VERSATILE!

March 23 & 24
10 am – 4 pm

A REPRESENTATIVE FROM OUTBACK WILL BE ON-SITE
SO FEEL FREE TO STOP BY AND ASK ANY QUESTIONS!

Check out our Facebook page for more information!

Hwy. #3 East www.littlemorden.com
Hw
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PULL-OUT FLYER
Featuring
Canadian Tire
Kc’s Shoe Repair
Co-op@home
Amishland Furniture

Feeling
Lucky?
Visit a participating
retailer to ﬁnd some

SPRING BARGAINS!

$

10

OFF
WITH COUPON

Any High Mileage
Oil Change Service
Formulated for vehicles over 120,000 km

$

15

OFF

SPRING is in the AIR!

WITH COUPON

Any Synthetic
Oil Change Service

Must present coupon at time of write-up. Limit one coupon per customer per transaction per sale period. Coupon does not apply to prior
purchases. Coupon only valid at Canadian Tire Winkler location. Other restrictions may apply. Offer Expires March 31, 2016.

Call Don at 204.325.4688
20% oﬀ

Your FFeett are iimportant!
t
Keep dry and happy
with Muck!

CANADA’S GARAGE
781 Norquay Dr., Winkler

So comfortable your
friends will steal
them off your feet!

-ENS s ,ADIES s +IDS
Keen and Merrell Footwear
Super deals. Waiting for You!

Ladies NEW ARRIVALS. Sandals too!

YOUR WORK & WESTERN WEARHOUSE

(/523 Monday to Friday 9:30 am to 5:30 pm

Service & Selection Guaranteed

 +IMBERLY 2D %AST OF #ANADIAN 4IRE

7).+,%2 -" s 0H  
Shoe Repair

15% oﬀ

Sh
Short
h t and
d LLong S
Sleeve
l
Western Shirts and
Wrangler Western Pants

Company charges welcome (must be arranged ahead of time)

Saturday 9:30am to 2 pm

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Published by The Winkler Morden Voice Ph. 204-325-6888 Email: ads@winklermordenvoice.ca
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$5099†
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$2949†

$2549†

www.coopathome.ca
555 S. Railway Ave Winkler (204) 325-8777
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Save Money on St Patrick's Day - And Still Have Some Fun!
St. Patrick’s Day, or St. Paddy’s Day as it’s colloquially known, is fast approaching - that fun, festive day
in which people celebrate Irish heritage regardless of
their ethnic background, and don anything with the
color green, from shamrocks to simple green T-shirts.
People of all ages can join in on the fun! If you want to
enjoy the typical St. Patrick’s Day festivities and still
stay within your budget, the luck of the Irish is on
your side.
The fact is that St. Patrick’s Day can be celebrated
rather frugally without having to compromise on the
good times. Numerous cities across the country, especially in areas in which there is a large and vibrant
Irish community, have St. Patrick’s Day parades and
concerts that are often free to the public and a blast
to attend.
Check out the following ways you can enjoy your
St. Patrick’s Day celebration inexpensively while still
enjoying yourself:
Go out to dinner with friends, or invite your closest
friends over and do some karaoke to traditional Irish
songs.
Be on the lookout for free St. Patrick’s Day events.
Parades, concerts, fairs - they are usually plentiful
on this day, and they are a lot of fun, especially for
the kids. You can sample Irish treats, and learn more
about Irish heritage, without having to spend a dime.
Decorate your home to celebrate the St. Patrick’s
Day holiday with your family, especially your kids.
Taking your kids to fairs and arts and crafts shows
can be a little pricey, so getting creative here is key.

You can use materials you have around the house,
or make cool designs using your computer and hang
them up around the house to get your kids in the St.
Patrick’s Day spirit!
Instead of a night out on the town, have a house
party instead. You can download some Irish songs
to play at the party, and have a fun house party with
your friends. No need to drive anywhere.
Getting an expensive, silly outfit to wear on St. Patrick’s Day is unnecessary. Save your money and get
creative with clothing you already have - wear a green
T-shirt with green shoes and a green hat, or design
something on your own. If you don’t have any green
items, borrow some from a friend. Have fun with it!
St. Patrick’s Day, while it is an all-inclusive holiday
in which anybody, regardless of their heritage can
join in on the celebration, does NOT have to be celebrated.
Take advantage of St. Patrick’s Day sales. Many
stores drop coupons on or around St. Patrick’s Day,
and while many offer discounts on Irish garb or green
items, some even discount other products as well. If
you need items around the house, shopping on St.
Patrick’s Day is not a bad idea if you’re looking to save
some green.
Keep things simple. Instead of enjoying all of the
debauchery St. Patrick’s Day has to offer, revel in the
historical significance of the day. Go online and research St. Patrick’s Day, download traditional Irish
songs, or go to the library and read books about St.
Patrick’s Day or Irish history.

As you can see, saving green on St. Patrick’s Day is
relatively easy if you get creative and plan your partying wisely. By decorating your house and getting your
kids involved in creatively celebrating St. Patrick’s
Day, you’ll save a ton of money on expensive arts and
crafts and Irish treats. Lastly, the key to enjoying a
frugal St. Patrick’s Day celebration is taking advantage of the free festivities out there. Free concerts and
parades are plentiful around town, and most them are
kid-friendly and fun for everyone in the family.
No matter how you celebrate St. Patrick’s Day, you
can still enjoy yourself without having to break the
bank.

ANNIVERSARY

SALE
RED TAG DISCOUNTS
on all furniture on display!

15% DISCOUNT
On all custom orders!
Sale Ends march 31
MON - THURS .......10
FRI........................10
SAT.......................10

AM
AM
AM

- 5:30
- 8:00
- 4:00

PM
PM
PM
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Natural Gas
Save over $12,000 on home heating.

NATURAL GAS

ELECTRICITY

Cost to buy & install

Cost to buy & install

ELECTRIC $2,000
FURNACE $3,000

3,500 NATURAL GAS
$
5,500 FURNACE
$

TO

TO

ASK YOUR
CONTRACTOR:

ASK YOUR
CONTRACTOR:
If you’re installing a natural
gas heating system for the
ﬁrst time, there may be extra
charges for running the gas
line within your home.

Cost to buy & install

25-YEAR
COST TO RUN

25-YEAR
COST TO RUN

16033gm1
$

15,800

$

31,850

60 GALLON

1,700 POWER-VENTED
NATURAL GAS
$
1,900 WATER HEATER

$

If you’re installing an electric
heating system for the ﬁrst
time, there may be extra charges
to upgrade your electrical
service and panel to handle
the extra load.

ELECTRIC

TO

Cost to buy & install

800
1,200
$

WATER HEATER $

10-YEAR
COST TO RUN

1,150

$

TOTAL INVESTMENT:

$25,000
OR LESS

For more details, or to use our online heating calculator visit

hydro.mb.ca/heating
The cost to buy, install and operate indicated above is an average and will vary depending on your home, speciﬁc heating needs, and other conditions.
Cost to run is based on a February 1, 2016 natural gas rate of $0.2660/m3 and an electricity rate of $0.07672/kWh.

10-YEAR
COST TO RUN

$

2,900

TO

PLAN TODAY AND AVOID
UNEXPECTED COSTS:
An emergency furnace or hot
water tank replacement may end
up costing you hundreds of dollars
more than a planned installation.
Explore your heating options now
so you have time to get quotes and
advice from multiple contractors.

TOTAL INVESTMENT:

$37,500
OR MORE
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‘A night at
the movies’

PHOTOS BY ASHLEIGH VIVEIROS/VOICE

Fossilized Fence Roadblocks Evolutionary Dating
from Creation Moments Radio Program
Luke 19:40
“And he answered and said unto them, I tell you that, if these should hold
their peace, the stones would immediately cry out.”

The Winkler Skating Club hosted its annual spring carnival on
Saturday, giving its skaters the chance to show off what they’ve
learned this winter. The kids dressed up to fit the theme of “Night
at the Movies,” including routines revolving around the Pink
Panther films (top), Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (above), and
Annie (above, left), to name just a few. The evening also featured a
performance from skater Deidra Russell (top, left). The 21-year-old is
the top Senior Ladies skater in Manitoba.

Here at Creation Moments we have mentioned a
few examples of fossils that, without argument,
were formed recently. We have been trying to show
that when you see a fossil or hear the word, you
should not automatically think millions of years. In
an attempt to maintain the illusion that fossils automatically must be millions of years old, evolutionists dismiss the examples of young fossils as freaks
of nature. However, there are many examples of
recent fossils. It was low tide when a circular rock
was discovered on a western Australian beach. A
little over two feet in diameter, the wheel-shaped
rock weighed 165 pounds. It was hard and solid,
even ringing like a bell when struck. Examination proved that the rock was a dense high-calcium
sandstone. Even before it was cut open for study, the rock seemed unusual. Once it was cut open
it became clear that this was fossilized fence wire. Further analysis identiﬁed the wire as “Number
8” fence wire that was used at a nearby sheep station between 1920 and 1970. It was standard
practice that after 10 years, old fence wires were replaced. The old wire was coiled and often
thrown into the sea. This fossil could have been only about 30 years old and not more than 80
years old!
The existence of fossils does not disprove the Bible’s account of history that dates the Earth at only
about 6,000 years old. If fossils can form in a relatively few number of years, 6,000 years are
more than enough time to form all the millions of fossils discovered.
Prayer: Lord, protect me from being misled by those who doubt Your Word. Amen.

For further info. contact Creation Science of Saskatchewan Inc.,
Box 26, Kenaston, SK. S0G 2N0 or call 204-325-5244.
Copyright@2012 by Creation Moments, Inc. P.O. Box 839,
Foley, MN. 56329 or www.creationmoments.com

Remember Your Loved Ones
with an Announcement in the
Call 325-6888 Email
ads@winklermordenvoice.ca
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MWF seeks to put an
end to spotlighting
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Doreen Sliworsky in
front of the bullet
hole her family
found in their
home after hunters
were hunting at
night near their
property.

By Lorne Stelmach

A campaign aiming to get the province to ban a dangerous hunting
practice has been gaining momentum.
The Manitoba Wildlife Federation
has taken the lead in calling for the
ban on spotlighting in the populated
portions of Manitoba to protect people, pets, farm animals and property
in the wake of an incident last fall.
Current Manitoba hunting regulations state night hunting is legal for
aboriginal hunters only, however,
they are not permitted to discharge a
firearm in areas “where it is dangerous to do so.” Night hunting or spotlighting is banned for non-aboriginals.
The MWF has emphasized the
spotlighting ban is critical, especially
in agricultural regions of Manitoba
near people, farms and livestock.
Since initiating a public relations
campaign against the practice of
hunters using a spotlight at night to
shoot wild game, the MWF has received a huge response both from
within the hunting community and
Manitobans in general.
“It’s generated a lot of feedback, a
lot of comments ... and it’s been overwhelmingly positive,” said managing
director Rob Olson.
Noting that there has been “quite a
few comments from aboriginal hunters as well,” Olson suggested “there’s
a general groundswell of support
that spotlighting, in this day and age
... especially in the southern part of
the province ... doesn’t work, doesn’t
make a lot of sense to people.
“We had a few First Nation hunters
... a bit upset I guess that we hadn’t
consulted with more aboriginal people before forming our position on
this,” he added.
“Part of the point of us pushing this
right now is to make those consultations happen because we were frustrated the province wasn’t consulting
... we’re trying to create that conversation.”

‘ALL TOO COMMON’
Victor and Doreen Sliworsky of
Winnipegosis were abruptly awakened Sept. 10 when a rifle bullet
came flying through their window
frame, missing Doreen’s head by a
mere two feet.
The Sliworsky’s son-in-law and

SUBMITTED
PHOTO BY FRED
GREENSLADE, MWF

“HOW MANY MORE
TRAGIC ACCIDENTS HAVE
TO HAPPEN BEFORE
GOVERNMENT WILL
ACT?”
family spokesperson Wayne Lytwyn
said the incident has adversely affected everyone in the family.
“Spotlighting, or night hunting, is an
all too common occurrence in rural
Manitoba,” he said. “Not only does it
pose a significant risk to public safety,
the damage done by poachers and
night hunters is costly and disturbing.”
MWF board member and hunter
education instructor Fred Tait agreed
it’s time for the Manitoba government
to stop spotlighting once and for all.
“Allowing anyone to hunt at night in
the built-up areas of the province flies
in the face of universally accepted
safe hunting practices and puts people in danger,” he said. “How many
more tragic incidents have to happen
before government will act?”
Joining the MWF in the call to ban
spotlighting are the Association of
Manitoba Municipalities, Manitoba
Beef Producers and Manitoba Natural Resource Officers Association.
At least 19 rural municipalities had
passed anti-spotlighting resolutions.
Another issue, according to the Manitoba Natural Resource Officers Association, is that there were at least 13
vacancies on the conservation officer

roster of about 120 officers, so a commitment is needed from the province
to more adequately and properly
support conservation officers so they
can provide more enforcement.
Olson added there needs to be continued emphasis as well on safe practices and training as the key to safe
hunting.
“One of the fundamental principles
of safe hunting is knowing your target, but how can you possibly be sure

of your target at night?” said Olson,
who noted there has been encouraging feedback from both the NDP and
Conservatives in the lead up to this
spring’s election.
“We’re quite hopeful. There’s been
a ton of interest ... I think that bodes
well for change.”
For more information on the NightWatch campaign, check out mwf.
mb.ca/nightwatch.

Living with Alzheimer’s workshop Sat.
The Alzheimer Society of Manitoba’s annual Living with Alzheimer’s
Disease or Related Dementias takes place
at the Boundary Trails Health Centre
this Saturday.
The workshop, which runs from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., features presenta-

Voice

The

Winkler

Morden

tions from local professionals on the
disease process from a medical, family, and individual perspective, legal
and financial considerations, helpful
community resources, caregiver tips,
and home safety.
Registration is $20, which includes

lunch and resources.
Regional coordinator Kathy Fehr
says she can sign people up for the
event as late as Friday.
You can reach her at 204-325-5634 or
alzsc@alzheimer.mb.ca.

Send news items to: news@winklermordenvoice.ca
Advertising inquiries to: ads@winklermordenvoice.ca
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New chair for Winkler
Jumpstart chapter

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Rick Denison (right) recently passed the Canadian Tire Jumpstart ball
on to incoming Winkler chapter chair Michael Penner after seven
years in the role.

Last year, 195 young people across
the Pembina Valley were given a
sporting chance thanks to the local
chapter of Canadian Tire Jumpstart.
Since the program came to Winkler
in 2006, more than 1,350 kids have
received financial assistance from
the community to take part in sport,
dance, or other organized physical
activities.
This kind of success is in no small
way part of the reason the local chapter will miss the leadership of Rick
Denison, but is excited to be led going forward by Michael Penner.
Denison decided to step down from
his role as chair late last year after filling the position for seven years.
In his time heading up the program,
Denison oversaw the increase in the
local budget and fundraising so that
the chapter is today helping three
times the number of kids it was when
he first took over.
“Seeing the need can be heartbreaking,” he said, “but knowing you
are helping in a small way to get kids
active and feel a part of something
bigger is very rewarding.”
Picking up where Denison left off is

Penner, who has sat on the Winkler
Jumpstart board for three years. He is
the executive director of Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Morden-Winkler.
“It is a good fit for me in my role
with Big Brothers Big Sisters as I am
close to many who need the help and
encouragement to get into sport and
recreation,” Penner said. “The benefits of sport are more than physical.
There are a host of things that develop in a person when they are part of
a something bigger ... like teamwork,
sportsmanship, getting along with
others and listening skills. And, just
realizing that in this world things
work better when you work with others and don’t always go it alone.”
Other chapter members include Jordan Driedger, City of Winkler parks
and recreation, Stephanie Dueck,
City of Morden parks and recreation,
Carina Sager, Regional Connections,
Leanne Traynor, Sport Manitoba,
David Dunseath, Canadian Tire, and
Carol Enns, Mark’s Work Wearhouse.
For more information about the
Jumpstart program, visit jumpstart.
canadiantire.ca or call 1-844-Yes-Play.

Helping children deal with loss, grief
By Lorne Stelmach

It’s a chance for youth who have suffered a loss to realize that they are not
alone.
Southern Health and Prairie Mountain Health are again teaming up for
the 11th annual Camp Bridges Weekend for bereaved children and teens
this spring.
Camp Bridges 2016 will be held at
the Pembina Valley Bible Camp May
27-29.
“The goal is to provide a place
for children who have experienced
the death of someone significant to
come together and realize they are
not alone in their grief, that they are
not alone in their experiences,” said
Heide Wiebe, regional director for

palliative care for Southern Health.
That’s done through a variety of
activities designed to help the kids
share grief and honour memories in a
caring community environment.
One activity, for example, might involve kids tying a memory about a
lost loved one to a balloon and then
collectively releasing them.
“The focus of the camp is to do some
guided memory activities for the children while allowing them opportunities to connect in an informal, fun
kind of way,” Wiebe said.
Camp Bridges is intended to complement existing bereavement services for children and teens by providing
a weekend of caring and sharing, she
added.
The feedback they have received in

response to past camps has all been
very positive and encouraging.
“Coming to the realization that they
are not alone in their experiences ...
has been incredibly valuable and has
helped them move forward in a really
positive way,” said Wiebe.
“I think a lot of children who experience death of someone who has been
significant to them do feel alienated
and isolated.
“They might see other children at
hockey games with their moms and
dads ... maybe they are there with
only a mom or dad.”
Camp Bridges 2015 was held last
year at Camp Wannakumbac and
hosted 50 youth between the ages of
seven and 17.
“We have 50 spots and they are full

every year,” Wiebe noted.
The camp relies on donations to allow campers to attend at no cost.
“Our camp is run solely on donations,” Wiebe said. “We volunteer our
time to provide the camp, and we do
ask for donations to run the camp. If
we didn’t get the donations, we could
not provide the camp for these children.”
Anyone wishing to make a donation
or wanting more information may
contact their regional palliative care
representative or Wiebe at 1-204-3882038 or hwiebe1@southernhealth.ca
Camper applications are available
through regional palliative care representatives and are due in by May 2.
More information can also be found
at www.southernhealth.ca.
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Flyers take
first three
from OCN
By Ashleigh Viveiros

The Winkler Flyers were on track to
knock the OCN Blizzard out of the
playoffs earlier this week after taking the first three games in the MJHL
series.
Game four Tuesday up north was
do or die for OCN. Results were not
available at press time, but if they
managed a win, game five is slated
to take place back in Winkler this Friday.
The Flyers kicked off the post-season with a victory on home ice March
10.
Winkler had a firm hold of the
game throughout, scoring three unanswered goals in the first courtesy
of Nolan McGuire, Tristan Keck, and
Lawson McDonald.
In net, Nathan Warren slapped
away 10 shots in what proved to be
a scoreless second period for both
sides.
In the third, Jordan Williamson
scored on the power play 58 seconds
in to make it 4-0 for Winkler.
OCN upped their game somewhat
in the final frame, getting 13 shots to
Winkler’s 14 after trailing the Flyers
22-38 in shots through the first two
periods, and finally made good on
one about eight minutes in.
That was all she wrote, though, for
both sides, giving Winkler a decisive
4-1 victory to start off the series.
It was a similar sort of game the
very next night in front of a hometown crowd once again.
This time around, Zak Hicks and
Scott Gall got Winkler on the board
in the first period.
Warren, having denied all eight of
OCN’s first period shots, went on
to slap away the 15 they sent in the
scoreless second.
The Blizzard lit up the net midway
through the third period, but a goal
from Keck two minutes later kept
them at bay for the 3-1 Winkler win.

PHOTO BY RICK HIEBERT
Winkler Flyers forward Tristan Keck scored a shorthanded goal early in last Thursday’s playoff game
against the OCN Blizzard, but not on this attempt on OCN’s Emelien Boily. Winkler took the game 3-1, following on the heels of a 4-1 victory the night before. The Flyers also won game three 5-2 on Monday.

Shots were much closer this game,
with Winkler eking out ahead 37-33
and Warren going the distance in net,
making 32 saves.
Monday was the first time OCN
had home ice advantage, but it didn’t
seem to do them much good at all.
Keck had a two-goal first period,
scoring 18 seconds in and then again
short-handed at 15:47.
Connor Slipp was a wall in net

through the first frame, but OCN
found a chink in his armour six minutes into the second and again four
minutes later. In between, Cam Whyte
scored, giving the Flyers the lead 3-2
heading into period three.
There, it was all Winkler, with
Scott Gall bolstering the lead by one
more off a power play at 10:29, and
then Connor Harmonic scoring on
the Blizzard’s empty-net after they

yanked their goalie in a fruitless lastditch effort to close the gap. That gave
Winkler the win 5-2 and a 3-0 lead in
the best-of-seven series.
Elsewhere in the league, the Portage
Terriers lead their series with the Selkirk Steelers 2-0, the Steinbach Pistons were up 2-0 over the Swan Valley Stampeders, and the Winnipeg
Blues/Virden Oil Capitals series was
tied at one each.

Thunder, Zodiacs fall at provincials
The local teams worked hard but
unfortunately didn’t find much success at the provincials this weekend.
The Garden Valley Collegiate Zodiacs varsity basketball boys team saw
their banner hopes come to an end
at the hands of the Fort Richmond
Centurions.

The Centurions downed the Zodiacs 72-34 in the first round of matches at the 2016 Milk Provincial AAAA
Basketball Championships, which
took place in Winnipeg March 11-12.
Also in Winnipeg last weekend
was the Morden Thunder boys hockey team, who were competing in

the AAAA Provincial High School
Hockey Championships.
The Thunder were eliminated after falling to the Oak Park Raiders
7-2 and St. Paul’s Crusaders 4-2. The
Raiders went on to clinch the title by
defeating the Vincent Massey Trojans 3-2 in the final.
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Team Zacharias wins
U18 championships
The Central Region’s Team Zacharias won the U18 Curling Championship in East St. Paul March 6 after downing Team Friesen 4-3 in
the finals. The ladies finished second in their pool with a 2-1 record
before beating Team Jensen from Parkland 6-2 to make it to the final
round. Team Zacharias is made up of (from left) coach Sheldon Zacharias, skip Mackenzie Zacharias from Altona, third Morgan Reimer from
Morden, second Emily Zacharias from Altona, and lead Jenessa Rutter
from Carman. The team will now represent Manitoba in the U18 Optimist International Championship in Edmonton March 30 to April 3.
SUBMITTED PHOTO

Lady Hawks’ season comes to an end
By Lorne Stelmach

“The puck was bouncing lots. It
seemed like every time it was on our
sticks, it was on its side.”
He said the team now can only try to
focus on the positives from not only
this series but the entire season.
“It definitely wasn’t the end result
we were looking for, but for me, for
the coaching staff, there was a lot of
positives there all year for us,” he
stressed.
“We were in it right through the
whole series. You’re looking at one
goal games really except for game
two,” he added of the Hawks lone series win of 5-1. “It could have gone
either way. You had goaltending on
both ends that was great.”
Bell noted they had set a lot of goals
for the year, including excelling on
the powerplay and penalty kill, and
the team had a lot of success on those
fronts.
“We finished off with a 98.2 per cent
on the penalty kill ... that’s huge for a
team.”
The playoffs had started promising
for the Hawks in eliminating the Nor-

History repeated itself for the
Pembina Valley Hawks, though they
would rather not be reliving it.
The Hawks’ title hopes in the Manitoba Female Midget Hockey League
came to an end in the semi-finals at
the hands of the Central Plains Capitals for a second year in a row.
In the end, the second place Hawks
didn’t generate enough offence as
they were blanked 1-0 March 9 in
Portage to lose the series 3-1 to the
third place Capitals.
“It was tough. You walk into that
dressing room after ... for me, I had
nothing prepared for losing that
game. My next speech was about Saturday’s game and how we were going to carry on,” said coach Dana Bell.
“The emotion was really high. It was
a tough evening all around.”
A first period goal by Chelsea Hallson only eight seconds into the game
was all the Capitals needed to take it
and the series.
Capitals goaltender McKenna Wild
stopped all 21 Pembina Valley shots
for the game four shutout, while
Halle Oswald faced 17 shots in the
Hawks’ net.
“You lose a game 1-0, and the only
goal is scored on the first shift of the
game ... and you battle the next 59
minutes hoping you’re going to get By Ashleigh Viveiros
one back, and it just wasn’t there,”
Carman and Morden face off this
Bell observed. “We couldn’t get a
bounce if our life depended on it last week for the South Eastern Manitoba
night. We had opportunities, it just Hockey League title.
Last week, the Beavers knocked the
didn’t happen.”
Bell suggested the girls “played Portage Islanders out of the semi-fiwith some nerves ... and it showed nals four games to two to earn a spot
up against the defending champion
the first couple of shifts.

man Wild in three straight in their losses. In her four games, she allowed
quarter-final with wins of 7-2, 4-0, only four goals for a goals against
and 6-1.
average of just under one and a .964
For the second straight year, how- save percentage. Taylor Reimer won
ever, the league final will pit Central two of her three games with a 2.00
Plains against the
goals against average
first place Yellowhead
and .878 save percentChiefs, who advanced
age.
over the fourth place
Bell hopes to be back
Westman Wildcats
for
next season, which
“WE HAVE A GOOD
in a four game semiwill be special with the
CROP OF FEMALE Hawks being the host
final after sweeping
the Interlake Lightfor the Esso Cup
ATHLETES HERE, team
ning in the quarternational championship
final.
AND I SEE GOOD in Morden.
Sage McElroy-Scott
As for the roster, eight
THINGS FOR
led Pembina Valley in
girls are graduating
playoff scoring with
and will not return, but
THE TEAM NEXT
four goals and 10
there could be a core
YEAR.”
points, while Chelsea
group of 11 who could
Dearsley contributed
be back and give Pemfour goals and eight
bina Valley a strong
points. Katelyn Hepbase to build on.
pner had two goals and seven points,
“That’s one thing ... we’re not lackwhile Makenzie McCallum also had ing,” Bell said. “We have a good crop
seven points, including four goals.
of female athletes here, and I see
Oswald had a strong playoff de- good things for the team next year.”
spite finishing with two wins and two

Redskins facing Beavers in finals
Redskins, who had previously ousted
the Altona Maroons four games to
one.
Game one of the final series took
place in Carman on Tuesday. Game
two is in Morden this Thursday,
March 17, at 8 p.m.
Carman beat out Morden in the regular season standings this winter, tak-

ing first place with a 17-3 record and
34 points—well up on the third place
Redskins, who were 11-8-0-1 for 23
points.
The two teams faced each other
three times this year, with the Beavers coming out ahead with wins of
6-3, 4-2, and 7-3.
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Winning to be inducted
into Softball Hall of Fame
By Lorne Stelmach

A former Mordenite who built a successful career in softball is receiving
the ultimate honour from her sport.
Melissa Winning will be among the
2016 inductees into the Manitoba
Softball Hall of Fame this spring.
Now living and working in Winnipeg, Winning said her individual
success was entirely attributable to
being part of some amazing teams
over the years.
“I’ve been very fortunate to be able
to play with some amazing and talented softball players ... both in Manitoba and also in Edmonton,” she said.
“It’s an honour. Anytime you’re
being rewarded for something, it’s
an honour,” continued Winning. “I
wouldn’t be here without my teammates though. It’s an individual honour, but my teammates definitely
made me look good out there during
the years I played.”
Winning was cited in her nomination as a dominant catcher and hitter
whose softball intelligence, dedica-

tion, and passion for the game was
immense.
Early on, she spent one year as
catcher with the Morden Fighting
Saints in the Southern Manitoba Ladies Softball League and then another with Smitty’s Obsession in Winnipeg.
From there, she had a successful
run, starting with winning national
gold with the Smitty’s seniors in 1996
and then silver medals with the Smitty’s juniors in 1997 and 1998.
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Overall, she was part of Smitty’s seMorden native Melissa Winning will be inducted into the Manitoba
niors winning a silver and five gold in
1996 and 1999-2003, as well as three Softball Hall of Fame this spring.
silvers and one bronze with EdmonThere is much about it that she misston’s Calahoo Erins between 2005- traordinary teams.
“I’ve been lucky to be able to catch es, she said.
2008.
“Now that I’ve been away from it for
Winning said having opportuni- for some great pitchers,” said Winties to go to national championships ning.“I would always get a thrill when about five years, I’ve kind of missed
and being part of winning titles were I was able to catch and call pitches ... the people. Seeing your teammates
at the same time, you’re taking con- on a regular basis ... I definitely miss
highlights of her time on the field.
that part of the game.”
“Any time you get to play at the lev- trol of the game.”
Winning added she has taken some
Winning will be among those honel of the nationals is always exciting,”
important life lessons from her time oured at the 15th annual induction
she said.
But again, she stressed it was her in the game, including the impor- banquet in Winnipeg May 7.
good fortune to be part of some ex- tance of working together as a team.

New head, assistant coach for Winkler Storm
By Ashleigh Viveiros

The Winkler Storm are welcoming a
new head coach this season, though
he’s by no means a newcomer to the

Reinaldo Oliveira is the Winkler
Storm’s new head coach. He’ll be
joined on the bench by assistant
coach Randy Dueck.

team.
The men’s soccer squad announced
last week that Reinaldo Oliveira has
taken on the role. He’ll be joined on
the coaching bench by newcomer
Randy Dueck as assistant coach.
Oliveira was coach of the South
Central Hurricanes ladies team last
summer and had played upwards of
a decade with the Storm through the
2000s.
And while he doesn’t take to the
field anymore, he’s eager to lead the
team from the sidelines.
“I think we have good players and
we can make that effort and bring
them to the Premier [division],”
Oliveira said.
Last season the Storm finished
fourth in the Manitoba Major Soccer
League’s 1st Division with an 8-2-5
record—not nearly enough to move
up to Premier.
Winkler has made it to the top
MMSL division before, but hasn’t
been able to survive there, consistently ranking at the bottom of the standings and having to move back down
to 1st Division.
“Looking back in 2007, 2008, we

went to the Premier, but we weren’t
Some team members have been
able to stay. It was a tough league. keeping sharp this winter by comAnd in 2014, it also happened—we peting in an indoor soccer league in
played Premier, but we only won two Steinbach, but Oliveira says the real
games,” he said. “I really hope we can work begins when they can take it
move up, but we have to sustain it, we outside as soon as the fields are dry.
have to be able to stay there ... we’re
“We want to get out there as soon as
going to have to work hard.”
we can,” he said, noting practice and
Oliveira says he’s going
tryout information
to put what he learned
will be posted on
under the tutelage of the
the team’s Facebook
three Storm coaches he
page soon.
played under to good
expects a
“WE’RE GOING TO lotOliveira
use this summer.
of veteran play“From Henry [Enns],
ers to return, but
HAVE TO WORK
he’s the kind of guy who
there will be space
HARD.”
[created] unity with the
for some new talent,
guys. So that’s the kind
as well.
of thing I want bring as
“Pretty much we’re
well. And the hustle.
going to have lots of
He’d push us hard.
players from last year. We have a base
“From Wes [Hamm], he was very team already. It’s not something new
strategic and very big on commit- we have to start,” he said. “But we will
ment,” Oliveira said. “And from Wer- have a few spots. There’s always room
ner [Dyck], he has a passion for soccer for new players. We’ll be looking at
and he made sure the guys put in the their attitude and their skills and how
effort.
they can help the team grow.”
“All these things I want to pull toThe Storm will start their season in
gether ... and apply on the Storm this late May.
year.”
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Getting in sync
By Lorne Stelmach

Most people likely see skating as
an individual or maybe a two-person
sport.
For two skaters from the Winkler
and Morden area, however, they have
been drawn to it as a true team sport.
Winkler’s Ashley Martens and Sarah Remple of Morden are now finding success on the ice as part of the
University of Manitoba’s Ice Intrepid
synchronized skating team. Also on
the team is Carman’s Katie Vankoughnet.
“It’s a great environment,” said Martens. “I like being able to skate with
a group ... it’s a great group of girls.
I’ve heard stories about synchronized
skating teams ... some of the drama
that goes on ... but I feel like our
team is very committed, and we draw
strength from each other a lot.”
“I used to be just a single competitive skater,” said Remple, adding she
enjoys “the aspect of a team, because
it is so different. You don’t have to be
just relying on yourself ... you rely on
others as well.”
Remple previously skated with the
Pembina Pizzazz from age eight to
16 and came to the Ice Intrepid looking for a new challenge. She wants to
skate with the team at least one more
year yet.
“I just want to see how much I im-

prove and try to get as far as I can in
this sport,” she said.
Remple had been at a national competition once before with the Pizzazz
and says it’s been exciting to get back
to that level again with the Intrepid,
who this season scored a national
best at Winterfest in Toronto and
qualified to compete at the national
championships in Waterloo.
But it takes a lot of work to get there,
she noted.
As one of 16 team members, an onice routine that usually goes four to
five minutes has a lot go into it, so it
requires a good degree of dedication
and training.
“We practice three times a week at
6:30 in the morning,” said Remple,
who commutes from Morden to Winnipeg the night before.
Martens has been skating since Gr.
1 and has been with the Ice Intrepid
for three years. She skated individually growing up, but also spent some
time with the Pembina Pizzazz.
She says she’s just always had a passion for skating.
“I tried not skating one year but I
went back ... I could not say no.”
The draw for her with synchronized
skating is having that support going
into competition.
“It’s the support. Going into a competition, you are with a group of 16
other people, whereas when you go
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Winkler’s Ashley Martens and Morden’s Sarah Remple are finding success on the Ice Intrepid synchronized skating team this season.

to a singles competition, it’s just you
and your coach.
“So you feel the support from everybody. If you make a mistake out
on the ice, they won’t hold it against
you. It happens ... you just feel the
pressure is lifted a lot more, and it’s a
group effort.”
There are some technical differences as well.
“In singles, you do lots of jumps and
spins. In synchronized skating, we
do a lot more formations, like a block
where you have lines of four people
in four lines. Or you have just a really

long line or even a circle,” Martens
said.
“So you have those formations while
doing different steps with your feet.
Those steps can be applied to singles,
but the way it’s done here is different
and a lot more intricate.”
“You have to trust everyone else ...
you just have to get to your spot,” she
said. “You have to trust completely in
the people around you.”
The Ice Intrepid will next take to the
ice at the Crocus Competition this
weekend in Portage la Prairie.

Twisters take first three
By Lorne Stelmach

It wasn’t pretty and especially not a
sparkling defensive display, but the
Pembina Valley Twisters still got it
done.
A wide open game three in their
Manitoba Major Junior Hockey
League quarter-final against the St.
James Canucks ended with Justin
Fernando’s winning goal at 7:23 of the
first overtime Sunday in Morris.
The 7-6 win gave the Twisters a commanding 3-0 lead in the series with
their first chance to end the quarterfinal coming in game four Tuesday in
Winnipeg. Results were not available
at press time.
Pembina Valley opened the series
with a tight 2-1 victory in game one
March 8 followed by a 4-1 win in
game two March 10.
The momentum swung back and
forth Sunday as Alex Tetrault, David
Remi and Colin Grenier had Pembina Valley leading 3-1 early in the second period.

The Canucks, though, scored
three within three minutes midway
through the frame to take the lead
before Bryce Dusik evened it at four
after two.
The dramatic finish then started
with St. James scoring a pair at 14:38
and 17:30 of the third to seemingly
take control of the game with two and
a half minutes left.
Grenier, however, notched his second of the game at 18:44 and then
Matt Mazinke tied it up again with 30
seconds remaining in regulation.
Shots ended 32-31 in favor of the
Twisters with both teams yanking
their starting goaltenders. For Pembina Valley, Morgan Wall was lifted
after allowing four goals on 15 shots,
and then Gavin Klassen earned the
win in stopping 14 of 16 shots.
Special teams made the difference
in the first two games of the best of
seven series.
The Twisters connected twice on the
Continued on page 31
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Agriculture
Dangerous dust
Workshop speaker talks dust and explosions
By Harry Siemens

John E. Bachynski of EPM Consulting says every three days there is a
dust explosion in North America.
The more dust there is, the more fuel
there is, and the greater chance of
a catastrophic secondary explosion
causing major damage and injuries.
Presenting as a keynote speaker at
the ninth annual Biomass Workshop
hosted by Manitoba’s Bioenergy and
Bioproducts Team in Morden last Friday, Bachynski says all that damage
comes mostly because of the process.
“Processes that deal with the dust
that inherently have sparks and
flames from overheated bearings
to sparks generated through a circuit or a saw,” he says. “So when you
talk about the explosions, if they are
controlled explosion with the proper
safety devices, it doesn’t become a
tragedy. We only have the tragedies
when the explosion occurs where
there is not the facility does not have
safety precautionary equipment.”
In his message to a full house at the
Access Event Centre, Bachynski told
people equipment costs money, but
manual cleaning doesn’t.
“If we can tell people to eliminate
the fuel, and that is what we call collected dust, if we eliminate as much
as we can through manual cleaning,
while we’re waiting for new dust extraction to be installed or modify the
existing one, and put the proper explosion protection devices on, then
we’ll be that much safer.”
If a company’s facility has an explosion risk, it is not practical for most
production facilities to shut down
because a loss of production means
a loss of money. They have to look at
the risks and take special precautions
as an interim measure before they
stop operation.
Walking into a granary as a farmer
and seeing two inches of dust collected on the top of two by fours is never
a good thing, Bachynski says.
“If that was to become disturbed
through any, whether a large wind,
something hits the building, anything disturbing even a small amount

of dust, hits a flame, the pressure
wave from that small amount of dust
will then be the force that dislodges
all the other dust,” he says. “First, the
primary explosion, and then the catastrophic and a secondary explosion.”
Manual cleaning is by far the biggest cost effective method of keeping
a place clean, Bachynski stresses.
“Because with manual cleaning, if
we used the 1/8 of an inch where underneath 1/8 we’re safe,” says Bachynski. “Using that as a starting point, going into a facility and it is three inches
thick, the 1/8 of an inch could cause a
fire ball, which we’ve all been around,
but not a secondary explosion. If
you have three inches of dust laying
around, no doubt there will be a secondary explosion. We clean that three
inches down to nothing, and then we
continue to operate, as time goes by,
1/8 becomes one inch, becomes two
inches, and becomes three again.”
One of the things Bachynski encourages people to do is to place a common pie plate on a flat surface in the
different areas of the facility to determine the rate of dust accumulation
for 24 or 48 hours .
“Now we know the rate of accumulation in these more dangerous areas,

John E. Bachynski of EPM Consulting
spoke
about the dangers of dust
during his presenation at the
Biomass Workshop in Morden
last week.
PHOTO BY
HARRY SIEMENS/
VOICE

so we do more cleaning in these areas,” he says. “If the current dust extraction equipment isn’t working, or
you want to put in a new one, what
you do is run the test again and demonstrate to people you’re actually

making a difference. There will always be a fine layer of dust, but when
we started this, we had two to three
inches of dust per 24 hours, now we
Continued on page 31

It’s spring seeding time for some
he says. “While fine right now, there
was some snow cover and not a craComing home from Winnipeg on zy cold winter but a lot of freeze/
Saturday I noticed some winter ce- thaw cycle now would hurt.”
real fields not greening up. On this
That means if it gets warm and
ride home taking No. 3, I presume then drops down and freezes with
most if not all, is winter wheat. I put some of that crop in water and no
out the message on Twitter asking snow cover , it would do damage.
whether the brown patches were
The number of acres seeded to winnormal.
ter wheat in Manitoba fell to about
Scott Perkin, grain, oilseed, sun- 200,000 last fall and held steady in
flower, soybean and cattle producer Saskatchewan at about 240,000.
from Elgin says it’s not a problem yet
The advantage of seeding win“Not yet ... the longer it stays dor- ter wheat and of course doing it in
mant the better. Most critical time fall is that should the conditions
is next six weeks for winter wheat,” not be right for good winter wheat

By Harry Siemens

development, the farmer has a second chance of re-seeding it in the
spring. It has cost him the seed, time
and fuel, but he does get a second
chance.
If it works for him, then he has winter wheat coming off a week or two
earlier than the spring wheat, and
spreads out his harvesting workload.
Farming is getting easier in some
cases, but it isn’t for the faint of
heart, or the one who thinks it is still
just a lifestyle.
I have no problem thinking of it
Continued on page 31
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Former Ag Minister stands by CWB dismantling
By Harry Siemens

Former Canadian Ag Minister Gerry Ritz, now trade critic for the Opposition, stands behind the work he
did in helping to dismantle the old
Canadian Wheat Board monopoly
and the single desk selling system.
“Yes, doing away with the former
CWB was a real team effort,” he said
in a candid interview recently. “We
had several provinces involved onside with it, plus all of the major farm
groups on side. There are still some
people looking back who want to
farm like it’s the 1950s, Fortunately
99.999 per cent have moved on and
are doing really well marketing their
own product at the time, place and
price of their own choosing.”
When federal NDP leader Tom Mulcair, asked in the House of Commons
last month what the Liberal government was going to do to save the Canadian Wheat Board, it shocked Ritz
because basically the Liberals said it
is time to move on.
“I think we were all a bit shocked
because the Liberals kind of piled
on at one point as well, but I think
farmers across Canada have proven
that they have the ability and expertise to market their own product,” he
said. “They don’t need a mandatory
marketing agency which was actually holding them back. We were also
getting calls from buyers around the
world saying we need to buy what we
want, not what you have at times, and
that is all the CWB would sell them is
No. 1 Hard Red Spring Wheat.”
Ritz said even the major buyers
around the world were threatening
to move to other commodities, to other countries, because the CWB didn’t
have what they needed and wanted.
“Including Warburtons, who were
always the poster child for the CWB
as to how wonderful a job they did,”
he said. “I sat down with Warburtons
when they first heard we were going
to do this, they said, if you are going
to make these changes, and we have
the ability to come in and contract,
come in and buy utility type wheats
that are available and so on, we’ll
stick with Canada.”
Warburtons has actually tripled
their buying since the CWB was dismantled.
“It is a good news story regardless
of the few disgruntled people that
want to bring the past back,” stressed
Ritz.
Moving on to the David Emerson
transportation review that came out
in early March, Ritz says there is
nothing in that report that really sur-

prised anybody.
“I think it is a good piece of work.
I’ve read through it once, highlighted
some of the recommendations,” he
said. “I’m still concerned the Liberals won’t take it seriously. There is the
basis for some fairly sweeping regulatory changes, legislative changes that
will need making, when it comes to
logistics we’ll need in this 21 century
to move the required grain to feed the
people.”
Ritz says it still boils down to definitions of adequate and suitable, commercial agreements with the typical
penalties, and how you actually put
all of that into play so that the whole
system, the whole value chain, including the railways become a stronger chain.

That said, Ritz said the Liberals are
known for letting reports gather dust
and moving onto other things.
“I’m not ashamed to tell you, PM
Harper gave us the lead on this because the bureaucrats at the department at transport were less than
helpful,” he said. “There were some
good people over there, but the bulk
of them seemed to think the railways
were being picked on, and that is definitely not true.
“Everything we’ve seen, the crop logistics, working groups that I put together and the whole shippers group
that had all of the bulk commodities
at the table, that actually got the railways attention and the attention of
Transport Canada, that there actually
was a problem.”

Ritz says it didn’t matter who they
talked to that had a agreements with
CN and CP—those agreements really
weren’t worth the paper they were
written on because they couldn’t get
engines with crews to move their cars.
“There was just a sad, sad lack of
data that would allow everyone to
plan and being able to look forward
to what the needs were going to be,”
said Ritz. “The knowledge, knowing
what is going to be required, by the
grain companies, on any given week,
and that knowledge getting back to
the railways, the railways getting back
to the grain companies whether it was
80 per cent need and people would
actually gear up to 80 per cent and get
ready to bring in that amount.”

> DUST, FROM PG. 30
have a half an inch per 24 hours,
we’re safer longer, and that is really
what has to happen with people.”
He says the most dangerous dust
is the dust at high elevation, 500 micron size.
“It is the driest, the lightest, and
the easiest to dislodge and also the
hardest to clean,” says Bachynski.

“Some people will put a fan up in
the rafters that rotates and blows
the dust off those rafters so it can
never accumulate. Others build a
triangular-pointed cover, so not a
flat surface, and again costs more,
but dust can’t collect.”
Hot bearings have a high number of causes of explosions, so keep

those bearings clean, he urges.
“If you can get there to grease
them, you can get there to clean
them,” says Bachynski. “By keeping dust off your bearings, you will
eliminate the most common emission source for a lot of the fires and
explosions.”

> SIEMENS SAYS, FROM PG. 30
that way because there are many
that still appreciate the fact that
farming in part can still be a lifestyle, and their children can grow
up on an acreage, if you like.
Getting back to winter wheat, Jake
Davidson, the executive director of
Winter Cereals Canada, agrees the
fall seeded cereal crops have entered the period where they are at
their greatest risk of winter kill.
“Starting in March, going through
thaw, it depends on the spring we
have,” he says. “If we have a slow
thaw and things run off and it’s kind
of nice and peaceful we’ll be all
right.

“If we get 10-12 above for a day and
the snow melts and then it drops to
15 below and then warms up again
and we the heat, cool, heat, cool, we
lose our top cover of the snow on the
surface, the first inch of the ground
warms up in the sun in the day, it’s
wet. then it freezes at night, the
crown of the winter wheat or any of
the winter crops, fall rye, triticale,
it’s only an inch below the ground
and if it’s subject to too much of this
freeze thaw freeze thaw freeze thaw,
that’s when we get winter kill.”
Well, heading into Winnipeg on
March 6, the snow cover was great.
Heading in a week later, the snow

cover is gone.
Just as I was wrapping up this column, I get word that some farmers
in Alberta are planting wheat, the
air seeders are rolling. I’m not sure
whether that is the best timing or
not, because when we went through
there in January, no snow whatsoever. Seeding in mid-March means
they need to put it in the ground
when they feel there is still moisture.
As I said, farming may not be for
the faint of heart, but we have the
best of the best in Canada, feeding
people the world over.

> TWISTERS, FROM PG. 29
man advantage March 10 as they
scored twice in the first and second
periods after giving up the opening
score to the Canucks.
Fraser Mirrlees, Bryce Dusik, Matt
and Corey Mazinke all picked up
their first goals of the playoffs, while
Morgan Wall earned the win in net
with 20 saves as Pembina Valley outshot St. James 37-21.

In game one a few days earlier,
Pembina Valley connected on both of
their powerplay opportunities while
blanking St. James on two man advantages.
Alex Tetrault tied the game at one
at 13:29 of the second period with
one of the Canucks off for holding,
then a St. James goaltender interference penalty one minute into

the third led to the winning goal by
Chad Millar at 2:13.
Wall was called on to make 26 saves
as Pembina Valley had a 38-27 edge
in shots on goal.
If the series was extended, game
five will be back in Morris Friday. If
it goes even further, game six is in St.
James Sunday and game seven Tuesday in Morris.
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Book Your Classified Ad Today - Call 325-6888 or Email ads@winklermordenvoice.ca

MOBILE HOMES
FOR SALE
5 new 16 x 80, 3 bed,
2 bath, starting at
$83,000. Altona Mobile Homes, 1-800582-4036, 1-204-3246776. Email amhl@
mymts.net.

STEEL BUILDINGS

WORK WANTED

WORK WANTED

Steel Building Sale
...”Big
blow
out
sale - clear out pricing in effect now!”
20X20 $5,444; 25X26
$6,275; 28X28 $7,454;
30X30 $8,489; 32X34
$10,328;
42X50
$15,866. One end
wall included. Pioneer Steel 1-800-6685422 www.pioneersteel.ca

Available to do renos,
repairs, maintenance,
painting,
siding,
roofs, fix-ups. Residential or commercial. Call Bill at 204362-2645 or leave a
message at 204-8223582.

Do-it-yourself project
gone bad? Need help
to start or finish? I can
help. Call 204-3622645 or lve. message
at 204-822-3582.
HELP WANTED
Medical
Transcription!
In-demand
career!
Employers
have work-at-home
positions available.
Get online training
you need from an
e m p l o y e r- t r u s t e d
program. Visit: CareerStep.ca/MT
or
1-855-768-3362
to
start training for your
work-at-home career
today!

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Need a loan? Own
property? Have bad
credit? We can help!
Call toll free 1-866405-1228
www.firstandsecondmortgages.ca
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
New exciting mini
VLT’s. Produce buckets
of cash monthly. Attracts customers like
money magnets. Locations provided. Ground
floor opportunity. Full
details call now 1-866668-6629.
Website
WWW.TCVEND.COM
MISCELLANEOUS

CAREER TRAINING

16033pp2

Healthcare
Documentation Specialists
are in huge demand.
Employers
want
CanScribe
graduates. A great workfrom-home
career!
Train with Canada’s
best-rated program.
Enroll today. www.
canscribe.com.
1-800-466-1535.
info@canscribe.com.

Batteries for everything.
Automotive,
farm, construction,
ATV, marine, motorcycle, golf carts,
phones, tools, radios,
computers etc. Reconditioned, obsolete and hard-to-find
batteries.
SOLAR
equipment. The Battery Man. Winnipeg.
1-877-775-8271
www.batteryman.ca

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

VACATION/TRAVEL

Sawmills from only
$4,397 - make money
& save money with
your own bandmill
- cut lumber any dimension. In stock
ready to ship. Free
info & DVD: www.
NorwoodSawmills.
com/400OT
1-800566-6899 Ext: 400OT.
––––––––––––––––––
Reforestation nursery
seedlings of hardy
trees, shrubs, & berries for shelterbelts or
landscaping. Spruce
& Pine from $0.99/
tree. Free shipping.
Replacement guarantee. 1-866-873-3846
or www.treetime.ca.
––––––––––––––––––
For Sale – moving.
Selling Lefage piano,
bunk, beds, lamps,
beds & bedding, sofa,
loveseat, corner offi ce computer desk,
antiques & more. Ph
204-822-3428

Province-wide
classifieds. Reach over
400,000 readers weekly.
Call us at 204-467-5836
or email classifieds@
mcna.com for details.

Imagine your dream
vacation, in Cuba and
oceanfront.
We’ve
gone 10 times. You
get full value with our
expertise free by acting now. trippvacations.ca or 204-7707771.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC AUCTION

NOTICE OF PUBLIC AUCTION
SALE OF LANDS FOR ARREARS OF TAXES
RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF ROLAND

PUBLIC NOTICE

Pursuant to subsection 367(7) of The Municipal Act, notice is hereby given that
unless the tax arrears for the designated year and costs in respect of the hereinafter
described properties are paid in full to the Municipality prior to the commencement
of the auction, the Municipality will on the 6th day of April, 2016, at the hour of
10:00 AM, at the ofﬁce of the Rural Municipality of Roland, 45 - 3rd Street, Roland,
Manitoba, proceed to sell by public auction the following described properties:
Roll Number

Winkler Kid’s Korner Nursery School
77050

FALL
REGISTRATION
Winkler EMM Church (Southview Dr.) - South Entrance

Tues., March 22, 2016 from 6:30-7:30 PM
s  YEAR OLD PROGRAM 4UES !- OR 0- 
s  DAY  YEAR OLD PROGRAM 7ED !- OR 0- 
s  DAY  YEAR OLD PROGRAM -ON4HURS !- OR 0- 
Please Note:
s 9OU -534 BRING A  NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT A POST DATED
CHEQUE COVERING THE REMAINDER OF THE FEE AND -(3# #ARD TO
COMPLETE REGISTRATION

Please call 362-7668 if
you require further information

Description

Assessed
Value

LOT 5 BLOCK 19 SS PLAN 1593 MLTO IN L -$23,500
NE 1/4 4-5-4 WPM - 37 1ST STREET
B -$121,600

Amount of Arrears &
Costs for Which
Property May be
Offered for Sale

$19,578.58

The tax sale is subject to the following terms and conditions with respect to each
property:
• The purchaser of the property will be responsible for any property taxes not yet due.
• The Municipality may exercise its right to set a reserve bid in the amount of the arrears
and costs.
• If the purchaser intends to bid by proxy, a letter of authorization form must be
presented prior to the start of the auction.
• The Municipality makes no representations or warranties whatsoever concerning the
properties being sold.
• The successful purchaser must, at the time of the sale, make payment in cash, certiﬁed
cheque or bank draft to the Rural Municipality of Roland as follows:
i) The full purchase price if it is $5,000 or less; OR
ii) If the purchase price is greater than $5,000, the purchaser must provide a nonrefundable deposit in the amount of $5,000 and the balance of the purchase price
must be paid within 20 days of the sale.
• The risk for the property lies with the purchaser immediately following the auction.
• The purchaser is responsible for obtaining vacant possession.
• If the property is non-residential property, the purchaser must pay GST to the
Municipality or, if a GST registrant, provide a GST Declaration.
• The purchaser will be responsible for registering the transfer of title in the land titles
ofﬁce, including the registration fees.
Dated this 17th day of February, 2016.
Managed by:
Kristin Olson
Chief Administrative Ofﬁcer
Rural Municipality of Roland
Phone: (204) 343-2061
Fax: (204) 343-2001

HEALTH
Are you suffering from
joint or arthritic pain?
If so, you owe it to
yourself to try elk velvet antler capsules.
Hundreds have found
relief. Benefits humans and pets. EVA is
composed of proteins,
amino acids, minerals, lipids and water.
Key compounds that
work to stimulate red
blood cell production
& cartilage cell regeneration & development. Stonewall Elk
Products Ltd., 204467-8428 or e-mail
stonewoodelk@hotmail.com
VACATION/TRAVEL
Save 30% on our
Heart of the Arctic Adventure. Visit
Inuit
communities
in Greenland and
Nunavut aboard the
comfortable 198-passenger Ocean Endeavour. Call for details! 1-800-363-7566
or visit: www.adventurecanada.com.
(TICO#04001400)
SUITE FOR RENT

FOR RENT
THREE
BEDROOM
SUITE
3 miles West
of Morden on
Hwy 3
~ No Pets ~

LIVESTOCK
Polled
Pedigreed
Salers Bulls on farm
and at Douglas Station. Red or black.
High
performance
herd. Can arrange
delivery. www.sweetlandsalers.com Ken
Sweetland, Lundar,
MB 204-762-5512
FARM
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
85” Allied snowblower, single auger, 540
PTO, only used half a
dozen times. Always
shedded. Mint condition. Asking $2450
obo. Call 204-2920483.
––––––––––––––––––
One Gehl 3-pointhitch bale fork. Asking $350. Call 204292-0483.
––––––––––––––––––
Outback GPS system, includes Max
monitor & E Drive
X steering system,
monitor has RTK unlock, asking $9500 +
GST obo, only 3 years
old, new cost $15,000
plus; one used RTK
Royer, $1500 + GST
obo.; 1 used E drive
T/C black box, $1500
obo. Call 204-2920843.
COMING EVENTS
Grace Valley Mennonite Academy
Non-Government
Funded Private School

Call 1-204-822-4232

FUNDRAISER

COMING EVENTS

Enchilada Supper
With Rice, Beans, Chips
and Pie for Dessert

Fri. Mar. 18 • 5 - 7:30 p.m.

GOSPEL
MUSIC NIGHT

Sat., March 26, 2016
7:30 pm at the
P.W. Enns Centennial
Concert Hall Winkler, MB
Featuring: Gospel Harmony
(Winkler/Morden, MB)
Don Doerksen
(Niverville, MB)
Everyone Welcome! Freewill Offering
1000 Oaks Info Line (204) 822-1253
www.ThousandOaksInc.org

Winkler Mennonite Church
31 Willowdale Crescent
School Choir • Singing at Intervals
Admission by Freewill Donation

Everyone is welcome. Thank you
in advance for your support!

BOOK YOUR
ANNOUNCEMENT

TODAY
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SUITE FOR RENT

RENTALS

MEDICAL AID

FOR RENT

1 BDRM
SUITES

Model 700-920

1ÌÊÓÊÊ£xÊUÊ >Û}>ÌÀÊ,>`]Ê7iÀ
iÃ`iÊ i>ÀÊ `ÌiÃ

One bedroom basement suite
includes utilities
and parking space
Non-smoker - No pets
Available immediately

iÌÌiÀÊ*>ÊÊ iÌÌiÀÊ>ÌL>

204-822-5338
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take a break
> GAMES

Sudoku Answer
Crossword Answer

Call: 204-325-6888

Rollator
Reg. Price $415.00

Available in
Morden.
Rent includes fr.
st. water, heat,
common room for
gatherings. Suitable for retired or
semi-retired
Call Cindy at
362-7151 or
toll free at
1-866-449-0254
for more info.
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SALE
$350.00
372 Stephen St.
Morden
204-822-6707

CLUES
ACROSS
PUZZLE
NO. 524
1. Matter
54. Yonder
27. Overpowering
respect
57. Exact
5. Puzzled
28. "____ of the
59. Grabbed a bite
11. Well wish
Spider Woman"
61. Having two feet
14. Frightened
30. Influence
63. Work for nine
15. Home of the Cowboys
31. Northern
64. Rose spike
18. Between the jejunum and
32. Weasel
65. Percentage
the cecum
33. Barbers' trim
66. Not right
34. Newsreel maker
19. Founded the Union Colony
70. Cathedral part
35. "Eyes of Laura
71. "____ Sematary"
21. Read-only memory
____"
72. Makeshift bed
23. Sorcerers
37. Soft fabric
73. Loiter
24. Female parents
39. Pin-up girl
74. Run into
28. Unexpected obstacle
40. Blame
76. Bee chaser
29. Of I
43. College vine
78. Use a bench
44. Adult scrod
30. Used to have (Scottish)
80. Head
45. Whetstone
32. Patti Hearst’s captors
81. Prompter's
47. Sheer curtain
offering
33. Rock TV channel
fabric
35. Revolutions per minute
49. Mechanic's milieu
36. Exclamation: yuck!
52. Body
39. Be afraid of
Copyright © 2010, Penny Press
41. Arizona
85. Farr's feature
48. Dizziness
ACROSS
42.
Red liqueur __ gin
1. Steeple part
50. Mexican
86. Lease
44.
discourteous
food item
6. More
Pouchlike
part
87. Attack
46.
of ruler
chef
51. Reason
9. Type
Venetian
9. Dutch
cheese
13. Mother
Anglers' boots
47.
(Brit.) 53. Buzzing insect
DOWN
36. Old Marxist-Leninist
55.
Roll
15.
Purplish
shade
10.
Valley
1. Gulp
49. Untidy in character
state
17. Poet Pound
56. Gauzy fabric12. A river
China and
2. between
Tropical rodent
52.
Inhibitions
37.
Malicious satisfaction
18. Glacial cover
57. Moonlike
3. Roman date
Russia
56.
19. Pains
Embarrass
58. Untrue
38.
ANSWER TOActress
PUZZLEJulianne
NO. 524
4. Family
room
13. Masses
of matter
58.
20. Politician
Sow's mate
60. Circle around
40. Rural delivery
5.
Gay
Nineties,
e.g.
16.
They
live
along
Gulf
of
21. Unofﬁ
Fuel forcial
KITTﬁghter62. Aquatic mammal
60.
43. Bar or preclude
6. Bro or sis
22. Type
Hat of Mustang 64. Rapid ____ Guinea
62.
7. Cry of dismay
45. Unit of measurement
24. Mulligan ____
__, actor
63.
Branch of Islam 67. Skirt panel 17. George
8. Large
dwellings
48. Peninsula in Greece
26. Zip
68. Bad actor 20. Latvia’s largest city
9. Society gal
27. Allied by nature
50. Bird genus
69. Straightforward
22. One10.
thousandth
Atmosphereof an
CLUES
29. TheftDOWN
71. "The ____ is
51. Releases gonadotropin
mightier . . ." ampere layer
31.
Enchant
1. Satisfaction
53. Racquets
11. Wheat, for one
34.
Iron, e.g.
72. Poorly lit 25. Millihenry
2. Astragals
54. Southwestern state
12.
Ahead
of
35. Manners
75. Of the ear 26. Swiss river
3. Egg-shaped
schedule
55. Town in Benin
36. Desert retreat
77. Cleanse 27. Individually
4. Nothing
14. Tear apart
57. Car mechanics group
38.
Dress for more
Caesarthan
79.speciﬁ
Converted
to
29. Magnetomotive
force
15. Tyke
5. Measures
a cryptogram
41.
Militarize speed of wind
58. Brother or sister
(abbr.)
16. Bamboozle
42.
6. InApe
the middle of 82. Go up
59. Woollen rug
23. Revenue
83. Dinghy support
31. Without
armies (abbr.)
44.
Place of worship
7. Actinium
61. Milliliter
25. Ire municipality
46. Equestrian's leash 84. Muss
34. Portuguese
8. The Master of Shadows
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AUCTION

CAREERS

YARD, TOOLS HOUSEHOLD
AND RECREATION AUCTION
WILHELM AND HELENA DYCK
3!4 !02),   s  !-

FULL TIME

Graphic
DesignerIRED

In Reinland Village
9 mile south of winkler
on highway 32 then
3 east on PR 243

U

LEVEL 3 REQ

The Winkler Morden Voice, Stonewall Teulon Tribune,
Selkirk Record and Express Weekly News are looking for
a full or part time graphic designer.
The applicant must have a minimum three years
MacIntosh experience using InDesign CS5 or later,
Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator. Must possess
the ability to create print ready PDF files. Microsoft Word
an asset. A strong feel for typography - tracking/kerning/
leading and a strong sense for detail would be beneficial.
Must be able to work independently in a fast paced
environment with deadlines.
Please email resume and three samples of work to:
Nicole Kapusta - Production Manager
adproofsrtv@mymts.net
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The

ecord
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Bobcat 743 Skid steer
with bucket, pallet forks
sell separate serial #
501939606. Komfort
Camper ﬁfth wheel 30
ft H6337 as is. 16 ft
Tandem axle car hauler
trailer w/ramps. 10 ft
shop built single axle trailer with tilt deck. Yard trailer small
tires 6 x 8 ft deck. Speedster boat with 70 hp evinrude
and speedster trailer. Fiberglass 14 ft boat and calkins
trailer. 18 ft boat on trailer engine not running. 14 ft Aluminum crestline boat less engine and trailer. 2002 Cadiliac Deville 4 door car, 221,00 km saftied. Honda ATV all
need mechanical attention. Honda 400cc atv needs carb
work. Two Honda 110 cc 4 wheelers. Honda 3 wheeler 200
or 250 cc . Shop tools: Antique feed cooker, [ calder ]
Vulcan Air lift bumper jack. Portable air compressor. 225
amp Lincoln stick welder. Mechanical tire changer. Bench
model drill press. Table saw, miter saws etc. 7.7 hp gas
powered pressure washer. Tool box with table on the side.
Mastercraft roll away tool chest. New 72 bin bolt bin with
new stock of bolts. ¾ in Socket set. 1/2in air impact. Lots
and lots of hand tools wrenches sockets etc.
Check our website for full listing and pictures.

Call: 204-325-6888

PUBLIC NOTICE

NOTICE OF WINKLER
CO-OP ANNUAL MEETING
March 22, 2016 - 7:00 P.M.
WINKLER MB CHURCH
120 Pineview Drive, Winkler

50"--.&.#&340'5)&8*/,-&3$0/46.&34$0ű01&3"5*7&-5%
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Ph: (204) 325-4433
Cell: (204) 325-6230
Fax: (204) 325-4484
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COMING EVENTS

Notice of the Canadian Fossil
Discovery Centre’s
Annual General Meeting (AGM)
Location: CFDC
Wednesday, April 28, 2016, 7:00 PM
Please join us for a report
on the year of 2015.
An election by the membership of Board
members will take place, with the following candidates being proposed by the CFDC
Nominating Committee, in compliance with
the CFDC By-Laws:
t,FWJO$BNQCFMM
t$ISJT-FBDI
t4IBXO#VHEFO
t.FHBO#BONBO
t%FSFL8JFCF
t-FF,PXBMTLJ
t'MPSJBO-BTTOJH
t 8FT)JMEFCSBOE
.FNCFST NBZ OPNJOBUF BEEJUJPOBM DBOEJEBUFT CZ TVCNJUUJOH B OBNF JO XSJUJOH XJUI
UISFFNFNCFSTTJHOBUVSFTBMPOHXJUIUIFDBOdidate’s to the CFDC postmarked no later than
.BSDI $BMMGPSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOPSFNBJMJOGP!EJTDPWFSGPTTJMTDPN
AUCTION

ARE YOU DISABLED?
RECEIVE UP TO $40,000
from the Canadian
Government.
DBS provides professional
tax advice. We’ll get you a
tax refund or our service
is FREE!
Visit our website
today to book your
FREE ASSESSMENT

www.dbsrefund.com
Autism – Back Pain –
$'+'±'LI¿FXOW\:DONLQJ
– Dressing – Feeding and
many more...
CALL 1.888.353.5612
to see if you qualify!
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Gordon Elmer Klein
1941 – 2016
On Saturday, March 5th 2016, at Boundary Trails Health Centre,
Gordon Klein, of Morden, MB passed away following a lengthy
battle with cancer.
Gordon was born December 10th, 1941 in La Riviere, Manitoba,
to Frank and Alma Klein. Gordon worked at the Agriculture Canada, Morden Research Station for over 34 years, starting in general
labour and retiring as Grounds Supervisor in 1994, to focus on his
landscape business fulltime. Like many Canadians, Gordon loved
the game of hockey. He volunteered numerous seasons, coaching many teams within the Morden, (and later on) Winkler Minor
hockey programs. Gordon enjoyed simple things; quiet time on
the weekends, washing a vehicle in the driveway, watching a good
hockey game and taking Cody for a long walk.
Gordon was predeceased by his wife, Carol in 2013 and by his sister, Edna. Left to mourn Gordon’s passing are his sons; Robert (Arlene), Steve (Brenda), grandchildren; Shaedyn, Lexington,
Tegan, Reid and Mckenna, mother-in-law, Kay Gunn, all from Morden and his dog, Cody (now in
the care of Gina Bowen). Gordon is also survived by sisters; Darlene (Wayne Hosea) of Morden,
Jean (George Thys) of Brandon, brothers; Ken (Maureen) of Tyndall, Larry (Terry) of Darlingford.
Funeral service was held at 2:00 p.m. on Friday March 11, 2016 at Wiebe Funeral Chapel in
Morden. Cremation to follow with ash interment at Chapel Cemetery Columbarium at a later date.
Both Gordon and Carol are missed. May they rest in peace.
Wiebe Funeral Chapel, Morden
In care of arrangements
wiebefuneralhomes.com

OBITUARY

William Clark Endall
1921 – 2016
On Tuesday, March 8, 2016 at Tabor Home in Morden, MB, Bill
Endall, aged 94 years went to his eternal rest.
Bill was born on a farm south of Minnedosa, the eldest of three
children and farming remained in his blood for the rest of his life.
His father had to go to the sanitarium in Ninette for treatment of tuberculosis when Bill was eight years old so he grew up very quickly
and took very seriously his role as the man of the family. The twin
ethics of hard work and responsibility were driving forces in his life
but he also learned to have fun. He played baseball, loved curling
and later, golf. Bill grew up with music and met Florence Baker at a
dance. They were married on December 20, 1947 (he was fond of
telling people it was the longest night of the year) and worked together on the farm while raising
their children until they moved to Brandon in 1957. Bill worked at the Hydro Generating Station
in Brandon for over thirty years and Florence resumed teaching when their youngest child began
attending school. The Endall home was known for its hospitality and generosity. Bill and Florence
had many good friends and enjoyed countless games of bridge, dominoes and aggravation over
the course of their marriage of fi fty-seven years. After raising their children, they unhesitatingly
took on the task of raising two grandchildren, Teena and Heather. Bill also served on several
community boards and organizations over the years and was active in the Anglican Church.
Following Florence’s death in 2005, Bill moved to Ruth and Brian’s home in Morden then subsequently to Homestead South assisted living and a year ago to Tabor Personal Care Home. He
retained his ability to make friends and his sense of humor until the end.
Bill was predeceased by his parents, William and Della, his sisters, Kathleen and Alma, his
wife, Florence and his great grandson, Ethan. Left to remember him with gratitude and happy
memories are: Ruth (Brian Minaker), Jack, (Linda), George (Jeanne) and Alan (Celine Pitre). There
are eleven grandchildren: Teena, Heather, Chris, Karen, Katie, Becky, Cathy, Sadie, Della, Clayton and Crystal and twenty-three great grandchildren to miss him and recall his strong, positive
influence. The family would like to thank the many caregivers who helped him in his later years,
especially Dr. Kevin Earl, Mary Benson and her indefatigable bank of Home Care workers, especially, Myrna and Linda and the loving, compassionate staff at Tabor Home.
Cremation has taken place and a memorial service will be held in the summer complete with a
family picnic, as he wished. In lieu of flowers, donations may be made in Bill’s memory to either
the CNIB, Tabor Home or to the charity of one’s choice.
We can all learn from Bill’s personal motto: If a job is worth doing, it is worth doing well. Rest
in peace, Bill; job well done.
Wiebe Funeral Chapel, Morden
In care of arrangements
wiebefuneralhomes.com

OBITUARY

Tina Hildebrand (nee Penner)
1928 – 2016
On Tuesday March 8, 2016 at Boundary Trails Health Centre, Tina
Hildebrand aged 87 years of Winkler, MB formerly of Morden went
to her eternal rest.
She leaves to mourn her passing three daughters and two sons:
Ruth (Ed) Enns, (Jason and Jolene), Margaret (Frank) Reimer (Reuben, Philip, Melita), Susan Medina, Ronald (Brenda) Hildebrand
(Nicole, Kari-Lynn), Randy (Karen) Hildebrand (Isla, Isaac) as well
as great grandchildren, Nicholas, Jayden, Emma, Madison, Logan, Abigail, Chloe and Braxton, one brother, one sister and five
sisters-in-law. She was predeceased by her husband, Bernhard
(December 20, 1980), her daughter, Linda (December 31, 2015),
one grandson (stillborn), four brothers and four sisters.
Memorial service was held at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday March 12, 2016 at the Morden Sommerfeld
Mennonite Church with a private interment prior at Southside Cemetery.
Wiebe Funeral Chapel, Morden
In care of arrangements
wiebefuneralhomes.com
OBITUARY

Leona Verna Friesen (nee Fehr)
1939 – 2016
On Tuesday March 1, 2016 at Tabor Home in Morden, MB, Leona
Friesen aged 77 years went to her eternal rest.
She leaves to mourn her passing four sons, Gerald and Arlene,
Jack and Debbie, Duane and Karen, Dan and Diana as well as
eight grandchildren, two great grandchildren and one sister, Ruth
(Melvin) Friesen. She was predeceased by her husband, Edwin in
(2012) and her brother Isaac Fehr.
Memorial service was held at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday March 6, 2016
at the Morden Mennonite Church with a private interment prior at
Southside Cemetery. If friends so desire, donations may be made
in Leona’s memory to the Parkinson’s Society of Manitoba.
Wiebe Funeral Chapel, Morden
In care of arrangements
wiebefuneralhomes.com
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NEW 2015 F150
0
W LAST
XLT 4X4 CREW
ONE!
CAB
Plus

$1,000
Costco
Rebate

FFT163

Stk# W5312

NEW 2015
Chevrolet Silverado
LTZ Crew 4X4

5.3L V8, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise,
Power Windows & Power Door
Locks, Leather Bench Seats,
Cocoa Interior, Remote Keyless
Entry, EZ Lift & Lower Tailgate,
20”Chrome Wheels, Rear Vision
Camera, Trailer Package, ETC

$8500
CREDIT

Get this well-equipped Brand New XLT 4x4 Crew with 2.7LL Ec
Ecoboost
cobooost VV66 aand
nd TTrailer
railer
Tow, and pay a used truck price! Don’t Delay!

Stk# W5603

MSRP $46,599
Clearance Discount - $10,700

ONLY $35,899

PLUS
GST/PST

NEW 2015 EDGE
TITANIUM
FWD
This loaded Titanium
includes a 2.0L
EcoBoost engine, Heated &
Cooled Leather, Enhanced Park
Assist, Lane Departure Warning,
and Much More!
Great Clearance Price!

NEW 2016 GMC
Sierra SLE Z71 1500 Crew
4X4 Kodiak Edition
Plus

$1,000
FED1288

MSRP
Clearance Discount

Costco
Rebate

5.3L V8, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise,
Power Windows & Power Door
Locks, Bench Heated Seats, Rear
Vision Camera, ETC

LEASE FOR AS LOW AS

$550/MTH
PLUS TAX

$45,239
- $6,240

ONLY $38,999

Stk#W5692A

PLUS
GST/PST

2013 FIESTA SE

Here’s a fuel-effcient,
low-mileage, Fiesta with
some great features:
6 Speed Automatic,
SYNC Bluetooth and
Keyless Entry.
Only 29,000 kms

ONLY $12,900

2011 Chevrolet
Silverado Crew 4X4
PLUS
GST/PST

5.3L V8, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise,
Power Windows & Power Door
Locks, Cloth Interior, Bench Seats,
17” Alum Wheels, Tube Steps, ETC

Honda Pioneer is recommended for drivers 16 years of age and older, and tall enough
to wear the seat belt properly and reach all the controls. The passenger should also
be tall enough for the seat belt to ﬁt properly and brace themselves, if needed, by
placing both feet ﬁrmly on the ﬂoor while grasping the hand hold. Always wear protective clothing when operating your Honda product. Please respect the environment.
Obey the law and read your owner’s manual thoroughly before operating your Honda
Product. Model images and speciﬁcations subject to change without notice. Visit
honda.ca for additional safety information.

ONLY 66,900 KM!
FRESH ONE
OWNER TRADE

Honda ATVs & Power Equipment
@HondaATVPECA

Permit N
No. 1162

Alvin Derksen

HONDA

Si
Since
1955

Bob Derksen Brian Derksen Konrad Friesen

Bob Peters

690 MEMORIAL DRIVE 
WWW.HOMETOWNFORD.CA

KURT MILLER
KURT@JPB.CA

HENRY BLATZ
HENRY@JPB.CA

DON KLIPPENSTEIN
DON@JPB.CA

TODD KRASSMAN
TODD@JPB.CA

KEVIN TALBOT
KEVIN@JPB.CA

204-325-9511
W W W . J A N Z E N C H E V R O L E T. C A

SCOTT

CHUCK

JODY

honda.ca

HONDA.CA

WAYNE

GREG

WWW.SOUTHLANDHONDA.COM
    s 325-7899

